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0 INTRODUCTION
What is in this document?
This document charts the development of the OpenAIS live pilot specification. The thought process,
sales pitch and candidate search began more than 18 months ago. The final candidate location and
‘customer’, despite being verbally on board for several months only made a non-binding commitment
of understanding in March of this year, 2017. This finally allowed us to engage the client in earnest
making solid design preparations work, detailed site surveys and installation plans. The project
timescales were already compressed as we know and the luxury to wait for a candidate, wait for a
prescriptive, pristine specification and then begin development work, factory production of luminaires
and then procure a final system with complete toolsets and final releases has never been possible.
There has been good communication and collaboration between the work packages to work in
parallel. There needed to be enough of a realistic, albeit, theoretical plan and imaginary client site so
that software and hardware work could carry on with a target in mind and to ensure we had a plan to
present to candidates. D1.4 and D1.7 scoped the User Requirements and Solution Specification and
included a high level view of ideas for a pilot. As we are about to present the final scope of works to
the client some of that design content is exhibited in the Appendices namely the lighting plan, network
design and description of operations in the various spaces.|
This pilot specification is just part of work package five so there are sections in this introduction to
brief on the overall plan for WP5, re-iterate the purpose for the pilot, expand on how collaboration has
had to be managed by a cross-party task force and to show the way we worked to get from the solution
specifications already produced to the pilot design itself.
There is a brief reminder of the purpose for having a professional grade, live pilot at a customer site
rather than a controlled lab demo. This sets the achievement bar very high for the innovation team
and the industrial partners and helps explain some of the complexities in the implementation plans.
As suggested already the short project time with overlapping tasks, the uncertainty of a slowly moving
target of a client and the novelty and high quality expected of the products meant that the work
packages three, four and five were more interdependent than it first seemed and they could not work
completely in isolation. There are many things and risks to be managed so an oversight committee to
monitor the overall planning and look for problems was created and meets weekly online. The role of
the so called M33TF (month thirty three task force) and some of the barriers to success identified and
overcome are briefly outlined further in this introduction.
The effort and method to get from the user requirement and solution specification to the pilot system
are succinctly described showing how the work packages and partners have been collaborating along
the way.
The effort made to find a pilot site is reported first. This explains the method employed, the sales
process and the value proposition. There were some iterations of course and we had to be flexible to
the candidates in front of us but the main examples of the collateral developed to aid the process are
included herein. The final five candidates are outlined with highlights and reasons why they were not
chosen or in the case of the winner why it was chosen. The process was simple in theory but the
execution and persuasion took a long time and was at times gruelling as we had to resolve client
concerns, re-plan the project outcomes, establish new product feasibilities (especially UPOE and
wireless) and reduce the gap impact for the client of changing from the pilot to something commercial
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at the end. The main technical and commercial lessons learned through the process are explained.
All through this there was a safety net required of an easier pilot site under direct control of one of the
partners and these options are briefly mentioned to round off the story of the pilot site search.
To make sure there is a purposeful way to present the OpenAIS architecture key achievements a high
level storyboard has been scoped. This sets out to ensure the features and benefits are related neatly
to the project vision statement, the EU project requirements and the stakeholder phases. The pilot
itself mostly covers the end user experience and demonstration on a reasonably large scale. The
technical commissioning, maintenance and aspects of interoperability have already happened during
the installation so it was decided to have a hands-on workbench to demonstrate these engineering
points in detail without disturbing the building occupants. Other results, information and presentation
materials (for example sales value propositions and energy analysis) will be part of a ‘kiosk’ that may
actually be in website form.
Even without a final candidate the task to define the pilot content and align the work package
interdependences was essential and able to get started once there was a broad scope. The aims
would be the same whether or not the client had exactly the right number of rooms and luminaires. In
effect, the installation partner Dynniq needs to be able to purchase and configure the pilot system,
like it is a real project, from the consortium developers, the specialist luminaire and equipment
suppliers and third party vendors for other commodities. Dynniq also need assurance that deliveries
will be timely and that the system will work on arrival. Hence the delivery planning began in 2016 and
a project ‘shopping list’ was established along with a master project plan. The content of these and
the process surrounding them is described later.
Although the user requirements and solutions specification are thorough works this high level design
of the pilot content is important to establish the lighting and non-lighting scope in the context of the
real site and set the bar for certain key aspects or interesting parts of the innovation works. The
system design (how will it work, where does the software run?), lighting design and network design
are the physically obvious parts of this specification but are not the whole story. How we map the
design to be useful for each space, manage group controls and implement applications has
implications for the developers to produce software and control algorithms which are equally part of
the delivery schedule. Taking further cues from the previous specification the building wide ecosystem
also needs to be blended into the finished implementation. There is a plan to showcase connections
to BIM and BMS, cover basic and advanced lighting controls and report on energy used. Key to the
IoT flavour are interoperability (openness) and IT security.
Key validation points as an architecture tick list and reference for the pilot solutions performance will
be covered in detail in D5.2. The pilot design must have in consideration the validation criteria of
course and as these were largely covered in work package one deliverables and have been
collaboratively reviewed across work packages during development and considered in the pilot
shopping list the relatively late publication of the formal criteria compared to the development work
has been proactively mitigated.

WP5 overall plan
At this point it is worth outlining the scope and relationship between the various tasks and expected
reports of work package five.
D5.1 Pilot Specification
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This document first contains the saga of finding and convincing a neutral third party to take
part as the pilot installation site and real life user of the system. Subsequently it is possible to
then define in general terms the target of the pilot and specifically make plans for the lights,
network and system implementation. The collaborative processes and project tracking to
achieve this are also described.
The pilot specification sets out the high level design parameters, essential system content and
other methods for presenting the results and wow factors of the solution. Hence it is more than
the specification of the physical components for installation.
D5.2 Validation Criteria
This sets the key validation criteria and sets an expectation of results that will need to be
measured in some way to showcase how well the installed solution meets the pilot aims and
how well it meets the original user requirements and solution specification.
Due to the collaborative, parallel nature of the design work the pilot specification already has
the main validation criteria and showcase tests in mind. Where the aims were not clear there
have been resolution meetings and mini specifications created to act as working FIT
statements for the implementation engineers.
Some criteria will directly validate aspects of the core architecture. These will be deemed more
important than indirect consequences of adding IoT. For example, proving that occupancy
data can be extracted safely from the OpenAIS system is more important than creating a
dynamic heat map with superimposed cleaning schedules which are non-architectural
developments acting as a consequence of having the data.
D5.3 Installation Project
The whole installation project comes complete with a set of plans and as-built documentation
to include the lighting, power and IT as required by the client. The document list including
contracts, approvals and sign-offs was defined in D1.6 and will be completed as part of T5.3.
D5.4 Assess Solution Performance
This report is a commentary comparing the solution with the expected performance or
commenting on how the solution demonstrates that OpenAIS has enabled others to innovate
in the future. Proving the potential is as important as actually being able to do something.
There will some referral back to work package one exhibits namely D1.2, D1.4 and D1.7.
Other test results for example group time to light and scalability and synchronicity will be
reported and assessed. The pilot can demonstrate some scalability limited only by the fixed
number of luminaires in a single view but we do need to report on larger network scalability
using the results of TNO’s work.
Whilst apps themselves are not part of OpenAIS we will show two apps, probably more and
comment on the ease of implementation for future innovators.
D5.5 Impact Validation
Further to the work done in D1.5 a review of the D1.5 will be made in the context of what we
have learned in the process of designing and building the OpenAIS Pilot and in the light of
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other industry developments that will have evolved in the two and half years since D1.5 was
written.
Are there any new impacts that were not foreseen already? How do the four main scenarios
resonate in this and other work? How do our efforts with Apps show the enormous possibilities
that innovators can work with? To what extent does OpenAIS prove that other state of the art
developments are heading in a good direction and vice versa?

Purpose of the Pilot
In its primary state OpenAIS is just an architecture, a structured concept of how to bring openness
and IoT into the lighting industry of the future. As an innovation project, the next step is to attempt an
implementation of that architecture to prove that it is feasible and could be exploited by others.
However, the potential problem with lab based demonstrations is that they do not have to be made to
a high enough level of maturity to give them the level of integrity and achievement necessary to
convince others in the industry to take up the baton and extend the project into standardisation. By
daring to engage a real live client site the OpenAIS solution and team is exposed to a hostile
environment and a larger set of real-life, stressful challenges. Will somebody buy into the value of IoT
controls or an IP infrastructure? Can the industrial partners get close to catalogue grade hardware
that is CE approved and re-usable and implement controls that are reliable and not detrimental in a
working office? Overcoming the challenges in providing a pilot to an external party will also allow us
to prove results on a larger scale. Whilst a workbench can easily show a few luminaires and a
simulation can theoretically test the performance of thousands, a working installation of three hundred
mixed supplier and mixed wired and wireless and mixed mains or PoE devices is much more
convincing and tangible. Users will be able to experience the smartness of light, interact with
innovative new apps and provide their feedback into the results set.
An architecture does not do anything and is not prescriptive of how to do it. More significantly the
implementation, whilst useful to the end user, must be choreographed to tell the back story of the
engineering innovation achievement and the story of how each stakeholder may be impacted by the
ground-breaking works.
Resource and time is limited and the new wireless technologies immature. One aspect of validation
is to see how far the pilot meets the pilot specification and how far it meets the original user
requirements and solution specification. At least the pilot should point out how the requirements and
solution could be feasibly met given more development by others, maturation of new technologies
and acceptance of this initial work.

Role of M33TF committee
Fulfilment of a pilot is reliant on all consortium partners, in effect WP3 and WP4 are the supply chain
into WP5. We do not have the luxury of time or a structured, formal contractual product
supply/purchase channels between us. There are of course straight forward dependencies but also
the more complex interdependencies of component ASIC hardware, IP stack development,
firmware/software for logic controls, prototypes and full production runs …and when a real client/pilot
is factored into this there is plenty of risk and scope for overruns or dead stops.
Whilst Dynniq in WP5 hold the veto to delay installation this is also impractical as the installation
teams will be booked into job slots that involve other end users too. Our efforts need to be geared to
avoidance of installation delays once the plan is agreed.
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Hence as a result of discussions in early 2016 the M33TF committee was formed consisting of the
representatives from WP3, 4 and 5 namely JHC, TUE, DYN and the PHL, ZUM/TRI, NXP, TNO. The
committee was chaired by WP5 leader (JHC) and includes the WP3 leader (NXP) and WP4 leader
(PHL), OpenAIS project manager (PHL) and lead task resources from ZUM/TRI and TUE and TNO.
The task force oversaw the search and selection process for candidates and the on-boarding of the
final pilot site.
A major task was to oversee creation and review of the ‘shopping list’. This list defines the equipment,
tasks and other deliverables needed and seeks to ensure they are all owned by a responsible party
with an easily communicated delivery schedule. The level of detail is set as appropriate and where
production risks exist the owners declare mini project plans for tracking.
Overall a high level master project plan was laid out to make dependencies and knock-ons more
easily trackable. This was not intended for micro management of the responsible work package task
leaders but to create a common view of interdependency and establish a platform around which the
committee could identify risks.
Of course, when risks, delays and roadblocks were identified in these meetings or in other discussions
the committee was used to spawn mitigation plans and to gently apply tracking pressure to those
working on critical paths. Raising bad news early gives everyone the chance to turn it into good news,
resolve conflicts, avoid surprises and keep the project moving forward in a mutually positive manner.

From Solution Specification to Pilot System
The Solution Specification D1.4 is comprehensive but at the same time purposefully restricted by the
resources and time available and the sensible view that the architecture should be at a higher maturity
before more tools are developed. There is a desire to show the core functionality of a new architecture
and to explain the value added at all parts of the value chain. The architecture is open and can support
developments and options that could most likely be created by the diverse ecosystem of innovators
in and around the industry. In fact it is the intention of the project to allow this openness of creativity.
We will not be building every idea into existence in this instance. Some things are best left to others
to create when this architecture moves to the next level of standardisation and acceptance.
The Pilot system is scoped in theory around some idea of the spaces found in a commercial space,
the stakeholders and the building ecosystem. This led us towards a scope or ‘shopping’ list of
components and engineering tasks that need to be sourced. That list has been under ongoing review
and further developed as the vision became clearer. In January 2017 at the plenary workshop there
was a major pilot scope review as the consortium members assessed what could and could not be
reasonably achieved.
The Pilot will be used to demonstrate the phases of a typical project (pre-sales, project, support and
the day to day use by people) and will consist of a framework of storyboards, demonstrations and
experiences.
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1 Finding a Pilot Site
Method
The general method for finding a candidate pilot in some ways followed a normal sales process. The
process had to start of course well ahead of us knowing exactly what we are capable of delivering,
what we wanted to deliver and when could we possibly do it. Starting early allowed some flexibility in
the proposition.
Prior to the May 2016 workshops, based on the Pilot outline chapter in D1.4 a sales pitch was written
to be used as a first pass to present to participant sales teams to initially fish for a wide list of quality
opportunities that we could then use a quick check list to pre-qualify for allocation of more resource
and attention.
The proposition PowerPoint® was also published on the www.openais.eu website.
By the time the May 2016 technical workshop happened the appropriate points of contact had carried
out phone calls, skype presentations and face to face meetings with the most likely candidates and
were able to report back the pros and cons of each candidate. Having narrowed the list to two finalists
the M33TF team set about further qualifying and persuading of the clients until it came to a point
where the board were recommended a single option for ratification.
The process of persuasion took a lot longer than originally planned due to several reasons. An IoT
lighting retrofit means negotiation with FM, the client, the client’s IT manager and the client’s work
council. Further uncertainties in the potential cost to the client had to be evaluated and a project
approach that minimised the costs and disruption impact of a second refit to the final commercial
install had to be invented. The client, despite being able to re-use many of the luminaires, was not
prepared for the higher cost of LEDification and the higher cost of an IT based installation that would
require more maintenance cost than their current uncontrolled site. Several re-designs and serious
looks at commercial strategy by both PHL and ZUM took place to keep the project viable.
To some extent the delays presented an opportunity that solved another problem. JCI learned that
Cisco were due to release a state of the art ‘digital ceiling’ 8-port switch designed to go near the
luminaires that would work in star or ring topology and massively reduce cat6 cabling lengths and the
need for expensive standard UPOE switches. Moreover, it was realised we did need >30W on many
of the lights, especially in the final Philips plan and Cisco’s new switch was capable to provide 60W
per port.
The following sections describe the proposition and pre-qualification checklists, show the final five,
final two and chosen candidate and go on to discuss the lessons learned throughout the persuasion
and re-evaluation process. Finally, the backup plans B and C are described.
As has been the nature of OpenAIS, in the same way that the specify, design, develop sequence has
been somewhat in parallel, there was not a clear linear tender process of request, design, quote and
order. In particular the design phase has been very dependent on discovery of the site conditions and
our technical capabilities at the time of being asked for commitment. Hence, there has been a long
time elapsed whilst ‘closing the “sale”’. This process involved of course some trust on both sides and
underpinning that trust with a letter of intent, a non-binding memo of understanding to at least get all
parties to sign up to the commitment in principle so we could continue with the increased intensity
required to make this happen. In the final stages before installation a co-operation agreement between
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all parties to cover what is effectively a ‘loan’ period of equipment use and to re-assure DYN, the
installer and the selected client that all parties were working with the same intentions, direction,
timeline and spirit of innovation had to be drawn up. This co-operation agreement and the technical
annex which defines the site work are part of the task 5.3 documentation.

Candidate Search
Early in the project the industrial partners were thinking about the pilot site but as with the user
requirement interviews there was a conflict of current business and marketing to contend with
as well as an immature proposition. Once we had a clearer idea of what we were making and
when we could make it by there was something more tangible to promote.
The ideal candidate would be one who was already looking at or tendering an upgrade to LED
and looking to implement controls and integration over IP to the building management and
other systems, in effect someone on their way to implement smart lighting in a smart building
with and early adopter curiosity and attitude and a flexible timescale. New build was eliminated
as too important to risk a trial system so we focussed on finding retrofits. Realistically this
would be a client in a trusted relationship already and not a new one.
Each candidate was assigned a key worker as a single point of contact to channel good,
controlled communication and this SPOC continues to work with the winning client.

1.2.1 Sales Process
A typical sales process was used to discover targets, qualify them, do a detailed discovery
with more detail from both sides, agree on budget risks, a scope for installation and
maintenance with an operations and project plan and what the commitment/contract would
be. Whilst the plans and scope and contracts are ongoing and nearly sealed the presentation
to the candidates in the first place had to be generic and exploratory.
A promotional PowerPoint® with checklist qualification questions was made for all searchers
to use in their quest. The search, proposition and checklist was announced on Web site and
message pushed out through PCP’s but especially through the industrial partners into their
sales and business development channels around Europe.
It was expected that each industrial partner would be able to identify projects in their pipeline
where the customer had a budget, wanted advanced, smart lighting and would be happy to
convert to IoT now with a view to being the most modern going forward.
The second hope was to look for smart Dali controls projects and convert them in the same
manner.
In reality there are very few pure IP/POE projects in the world let alone the EU and the sales
organisations were found to be much more conservative and risk averse than required!.
Seeking early adopters is difficult and prototype adopters even harder! There was also the
issue of timeline. Tentative projects could be 1-2 years off and tendered project within 12
months. We needed to find a client that was ready to do this but not yet AND someone
prepared to be flexible with the delivery dates.
Nevertheless, old-fashioned phone calls and relationships out-performed the web site and
emails and generated a list of possibles. The next section tells the story the candidates saw.
The value proposition and checklist were presented one to one by their single point of contact.
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The M33TF collected results and discussed the various potions, testing the temperature of the
possible relationship. The best first pass of candidates were ‘pitched’ to the plenary technical
workshop in May 2016 and then down-selected by the M33TF, as the pre-qualification
suggests, for a joint visit from all industrial partners in the consortium to ensure the enthusiasm
of the initial contact was reasonable and fair.
At the Cambridge workshop in the September 2016 the final recommendation was made by
the M33TF and approved by the board. As much as that seemed the end of the search process
it was just the beginning of the difficult job of aligning everyone’s expectations whilst making
sure we could meet the promises we were making from our side too. It took another 6 months
to have the client onboard enough to sign a memo of understanding that despite being nonbinding (no contract or money changing hands) was a strong enough indication to begin work
in earnest. During that 6 months as told elsewhere there had to be several re-designs and
new propositions and new letters of intent (in two languages) scoped to keep it all on track.

1.2.2 Proposition
Here are the highlight extracts from the value proposition published and the checklist for
qualification that the sales people could use before during and after talking to a possible
candidate. Where allowed they were able to promote their company’s progressive position at
the forefront of lighting controls and prove their attitude to innovation.

Power Point (highlights)

Figure 1 Proposition PowerPoint Highlights
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Pre-Qualification Checklist
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Timing and Shape of End Game
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Pre-Qualification letter
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1.2.3 Target Candidates

Figure 2 Final five target candidates

Barco, Kortrijk, BELGIUM
Proposed by DYN
 Barco is a global technology company that designs and develops visualization and collaboration
solutions for a variety of selected professional markets, including enterprises, healthcare and
entertainment. Founded over 80 years ago, Barco has pioneered a large variety of visualization
technologies, most notably in projection and display markets. In recent years, the company has
added networking and collaboration technology to its focus areas.
 “Discover Lab 21.0 in Kortrijk: a classroom of the future where advanced technology, innovative
furniture and a collaborative teaching style work together to foster student-centric learning. The
new-style classroom features Barco’s Collaborative Learning Platform.”
“Get an impressive sneak peak of our One Campus and meet our Facility manager. With your
vote (on 10th May) he can become Belgium's Best Facility manager.”
Barco’s product line supports the OpenAIS ideation results predicting digitisation (“pixels
everywhere”) of offices. The offices are new and a stunning example of the modern/futuristic
workplace. Their facility manager is clearly aiming to show off the best technologies and solutions and
was very supportive. The building already has a heavy bias towards IP controls.
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The site was rejected by the consortium because it was in reality too new and the current lighting
already stunning and well controlled. There was nothing to gain for the client except to test use of
POE (not a main OpenAIS target at the time) and they would almost certainly return to their original
controls and lighting configuration at the end. Although the end strategy was relatively cheap (storage
of old then replacement) the disruption to the client outvoted the small benefits and the time spent
with potentially less satisfying lighting during the pilot.

Strijp-S, Eindhoven, NL
Proposed by PHL
 About 200 companies and organisations are part of the Office-S community, small companies,
big companies, startups in different business area’s. Everyday new companies join the Office-S
community.
Strijp-S represents a real possible workplace future. Transient tenants of different sizes and styles,
entrepreneurial spirit and opportunities for some of these to create apps and be involved in the proof
of concepts.
The site was rejected by the consortium because there were many different types of luminaire to
replace and some were really specialized. Also managing the expectations and approvals of many
tenant clients would be a high risk to timelines. Lastly the client in the chosen areas did not think they
would revert back to their original lighting and hence had no budget to upgrade/supplement the
OpenAIS residue after the pilot. There had been an expectation/hope that the OpenAIS pilot would
be 100% commercial grade and could all stay.

IBM, Hursley, UK
Proposed by JHC
 IBM Hursley is the companies R&D and innovation dissemination centre in EU and notably houses
the some IoT innovation teams. This would provide tough scrutiny, yield insight and feedback and
attract a large P.R. potential. There is also an IBM IoT representative on the advisory board of
OpenAIS.
 There was a planned refurbishment in the pipeline and other office areas being considered.
 The client was specifically interested in IoT data and PoE for their own research purposes.
The site had to be rejected by the consortium once a face to face detailed meeting with the client
about the selected space to be converted revealed that it was too small, expected use of colour and
the client wanted to install by November 2016.

ARM, Cambridge, UK
Proposed by ARM, pursued by JHC
 ARM was an excellent candidate and passed a full M33TF team scrutiny visit to put it firmly in the
top two. Subsequently, a smaller part of the proposed site, helped by internal delays within ARM,
was held over as a possible Plan B site.
 ARM is in Cambridge (on a high tech park in a globally famous city). It represents IoT rather than
lighting, has a mixed campus of lecture theatres, open plan and meeting room spaces and all the
usual other spaces.
 A refurbishment was already planned fitting our initial timeline hence ARM were able to budget
for fit-out and/or post fit-out.
 They have a progressive FM team familiar with an active interest in POE, energy savings, App
development, workplace management, occupancy and RevIT/BIM (though this project was not
big enough to justify reverse engineering a BIM model according to them).
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Two floors each served by central, large data comms rooms would make star topology Cat6
cabling very easy and rack/server maintenance separate from workers.
Very solid well-structured building with raised floor spaces and a 200mm plenum. Lots of
structured cable already due to it housing ARM engineers and labs.

A close second. This site was not put forward as the winning candidate by the M33TF committee.
There was only one type of luminaire required (‘bog standard’ UK 600*600mm recessed). Largest
rooms were not considered to be large enough for open plan controls and viewing mixed
interoperability in a purely roomed environment might be difficult. The engineers working in these
rooms often work in the dark and the criticality and confidentiality of their work might make
maintenance visits awkward. Finally, compared to the convenience of the winner, the OpenAIS install
and support teams which are mostly in NL and Belgium would have to travel to the UK to do any site
work.

1.2.4 And the winner is – Witte Dame, Eindhoven
White Lady, Eindhoven, NL
Proposed by PHL, here is how the selection was publicized in a one slider on the project website.

Figure 3 Public announcement of White Lady selection
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Location
White Lady, the building itself has great provenance with a historical connection to lighting and
architecture and ideal to demonstrate a new architecture for lighting controls.
Local to the heartbeat of the project team PHL, NXP, DYN have local operational and office presence
and, despite it being linked historically to Philips, Zumtobel and Tridonic were in agreement that this
was the best candidate.
White Lady, the FM management company Profinn and the occupant of floor five, GGD, were strong
candidates from the start of the process but the process took longer than hoped or expected.
Profinn were an early catalyst and although they have handed this over completely to GGD (who own
the lighting and electrical part of their floor and the bills include the energy) they are supportive and
interested in the results. Profinn helped clear the project with the city monument commission.
GGD, responsible for the regional health and welfare of citizens is keen to save energy but more
importantly to discover how to use (occupancy) data to plan workspace and how to use a better
environment to ensure the wellbeing of employees and visitors alike. There is a works council of
course and they have been involved from an early point to approve the impacts on the workplace.
Furthermore the IT team understand our support requirements and are able to make local support
decisions. Electrical work assistance is available via the incumbent contractor employed by GGD.
Layout

Figure 4 Area plan of fifth floor
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The floor plan of the fifth floor is really appropriate.
Two wings of different style, interesting corridors with rooms off and all the usual spaces except a
stairwell are in play.

Figure 5 Cockpit and open offices

Modern layout with a mix of large open plan office with desks near the windows and no barriers such
as high partitions or cupboards to stop light reaching the central areas where the meeting rooms and
work pods are located.

Orientation to the sun and big windows on all sides gives good coverage comparison for activating
and demonstrating LUX based dimming.
Infrastructure

Figure 6 Lights and HVAC on show

Ceilings are exposed so we can see the HVAC plumbing, the cable tray and power lines. There is a
variety of luminaires required with only one type considered ‘special’ industrial style high bay. No
issues of damaging or restoring ceiling tiles if problems occur. Although high ceilings can be a working
at height safety problem for installers and maintainers this is a good reason to be fitting low
maintenance LEDs.
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Figure 7 Cable trays not full

Cable trays have some space to fill, the IT comms room has space for another rack of equipment.

Figure 8 High bay industrial lamps
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Trays and plumbing and metallic high bay lamps require deep thinking around wireless and will be
good for demonstrating the topology and install needs.
Controls will be welcome

Figure 9 Large area light switches

Current users have no personal control (other than a faraway wall switch), no dimming and certainly
no personal task based lighting.
Instant improvement to be had by adding controls. Currently there are no controls and even the
switches are placed at inconvenient locations on internal posts as this used to be a wide open factory
space. The F and G relate to the areas marked on the emergency map.
They are switched on in the morning and off at night. Only the restrooms have a localized PIR sensor
control.
Automation of lighting interactions will bring benefits in convenience and extra energy saving.
Connected Ecosystem
In common with ALL THE CANDIDATES there is no BMS integration present, possible or allowed.
Also links to the (public office) access control are not allowed. This precludes integration to blinds
control or to trigger events or override schedules using the easy action of the security guards, cleaners
or F.M. team based on their ID card.
Current Lighting Plan
Figure 10 Current lighting plan showing common electrical connectionsshows the existing lighting
plan with luminaire groupings colour coded to show where adjacent lights share an electrical circuit.
One wing of 200 lights was too few to meet the project expectation of 300...and two wings totaling
400 is too many…but PHL and ZUM have agreed to go for it.
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Figure 10 Current lighting plan showing common electrical connections
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Lessons Learned
1.3.1 Live pilot pre-sale
Selling controls and value propositions over a straightforward LEDification energy sale is
complex and in some ways made more difficult by introducing IP and POE with higher cost of
purchase and maintenance. Moving the conversation to more esoteric benefits then adds
more stakeholders to the purchasing team that either have to agree with each other or
persuade each other that spending more money is worth the investment. Further, does the
HR department have money that can be spent by facilities?
In other ways the values we proposed were mostly applicable to big sites with new builds and
a flexible future. The pilots were small parts of large buildings or in the White Ladies’ case a
whole floor of a larger organisation but one floor that had an excellent energy deal included in
the rent and no physical option for the client to close down any space or expand.
The current lighting was in reasonable condition and not obviously ready to be replaced or
written off just yet by the accountants. The facilities management company whilst initially keen
did not own the lighting on the floor and only stood to be forced to reduce the energy bill in the
rent agreement. However, over time, we gained the interest of the occupants senior
management and that client revealed a desire to explore wellbeing and health in the
workplace, look at bringing more people into the space one day and were able, given a very
favourable exit scenario involving re-use of the POE and some lights, to justify the financial
implications and accept the disruption to their business.
Philips and Zumtobel went to lengths to calculate the possible energy savings for LEDification
with some nominal controls and our bidding team were able to lengthen the payback time
expectations of the client AND convince them of the perceived high value of knowing detailed
occupancy patterns and experiencing personal lighting controls.

1.3.2 Value Proposition
IT and IoT in lighting is still expensive when compared to current solutions. And anyone who
has not bought LEDs before is surprised by the higher price of LEDification even without
controls. The cost of LED luminaires could fall in the future with higher volumes and production
of complete luminaires rather than multi-piece constructions. The cost of networks might fall
and certainly the new wireless technologies are not expensive per luminaire to implement.
Nevertheless the client, who already had fairly modern lighting fixtures had not thought far
beyond energy savings as the sole reason to change systems so we had to make a pitch
based on all the other types of value the controls would offer.
Many of the benefits cited are difficult to quantify. Employee recruitment and retention for
example take a long time to track and who is to say how much the working environment counts.
There are agency costs for recruiting and then productivity gaps when someone leaves and a
new person is trained but what if it never happens?
Efficiency apps for servicing and maintenance and cleaning are possible BUT intrinsically
linked to a service level agreement or contract that is not ready for renewal. Such facilities
contracts and other rental deals may be fixed for 3-5 years making it difficult to release the
value.
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Figure 11 Value proposition

Figure 12 Showcase your values
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Our client is very happy with their location and costs and the energy bill is included in the rent
so any savings will not be easily passed onto them by the landlord. Of course this has raised
the questions between them but is not resolved yet.
Fortunately as we got work council and director attention in particular the client was able to
embrace the ideas of using data to plan organising the space and is indeed interested to make
it a healthier, well-being based place to work.

1.3.3 Power
As we entered the pilot design phase the teams were confident to be able to do Ethernet
controls and Philips also had a POE+ driver and a proprietary IP injector with similar capability
up to 45W. Zumtobel had a POE+ capability in prototype.
In a new design the lighting designers can keep below 30W and position lights wherever they
wish. However we discovered that doing a retrofit of almost like for like luminaires meant that
the 30W POE+ limit was sometimes broken. Whilst it was muted to use two POE+ channels
for a single luminaire to facilitate 30W+ this was clearly not elegant. In early 2016 Cisco
launched “Digital Ceiling” with UPOE capability and this was seen as an important way
forward. In latter parts of 2016 we discovered also that Cisco would be releasing an 8-port,
ring topology switch dedicated to work anywhere in a building but especially for lighting. It was
decided to support this topology for cost and cabling reasons and because it indicated a major
player’s direction for IoT and buildings. This presented the manufacturers with a small problem
to solve, their input circuits had to use a second wired pair and their firmware needed to
negotiate switching on the second pair. These changes had to be scoped out by PHL and
ZUM for feasibility and making into catalogue grade units. This re-scoping, whilst very valuable
to the project content outcomes, had to be closely monitored by the M33TF.
Whilst POE+ and UPOE are strongly emerging, remember that OpenAIS is power agnostic.
Manufacturers can make up their own minds about power sources and power sharing.
Importantly too there should be no assumption that the mains cables should not carry signals,
powerline controls are also appearing in buildings especially as IP communications has
become feasible over that medium.

1.3.4 Wireless
Retrofits to re-use mains and use wireless luminaires will be very cost effective. POE ports
are relatively costly to fit (plain Ethernet port more acceptable) compared with luminaire costs.
Hence the previous need to use UPOE rather than two ports per light or two lights.
Wireless is a great way to crack the problem of Led retrofits that have no controls because
they are deemed too expensive and complex to fit.
The problem lies then with wireless design rules and the level of confidence that they will work
in a timely and synchronized manner. There is a lot of metalwork and plumbing in the way in
the client site which is typical, and usually could be inside a false ceiling too. This emphasises
the use case for easy, reliable wireless design rules where the ‘beacon’ overlaps must be
predictable and easy to install and manage. It must be possible to have too many beacons
around an area and the data and controls still be reliable,
Caution around closed or open ceilings and foil insulated HVAC plumbing still remains a factor
but we have learned from this design how to cope. OpenAIS and Thread will solve the
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communication problems and topological design. The homerun back to the server room in
some places is a little over 90m and using wireless at the extremities, albeit short range could
help bridge the final gaps rather than introduce more wired switch hardware locally.

1.3.5 Energy Saving controls
No partners want to publish to each other what the expected energy savings could be. Partly
this is due to trade secrets of marketing BUT the author’s brief research on the internet is that
this is not an exact science with closely predictable outcomes. There are claims of 10-30% for
individually adding controls, dimming, LUX adaption, occupancy triggers, meeting room
booking, scheduling etc. which if they were all added together would total more than 100%
savings! And yet the best combined view seemed to be 35-40%. The answer depends on how
bad things are to begin with and how much the place is occupied, how light it is and how over
specified the lights lumen output is. Solar energy gain is also a complex subject involving glass
type, window size, internal or external shading systems, blinds and the customer preference
for energy saving versus natural light and comfort needs.
Moreover it is even harder to ‘sell’ energy saving contractually to a client especially when there
is no accurate baseline of the total power for lighting or any granular records of occupancy
and other habits.
The best public description unearthed is actually from one of the partners, namely Zumtobel,
and it neatly describes the possible effects of the controls in their Litecom public collateral. An
excerpt is shown in Figure 13 Zumtobel Energy Control Effects.
Efficient Light sources – all lights are slightly over specified because their outputs are in batch
steps. If just turned ON they are too bright and using more energy than necessary. Using
Dimming allows them to be driven below maximum so they output just the light needed. This
is hard to exactly quantify as the gap between maximum needed and maximum possible varies
depending which luminaires and how they are mounted. That said the LEDification itself will
reduce the power required to achieve similar LUX coverage.
Time based controls – of course it is useful to automate turning off or disabling lights as
humans notoriously omit to do it. But how much saving depends on the number of lights in an
area and whether for example the lights are left on between the end of work and the end of
cleaning e.g. 17:30 to 20:30 just because the cleaners are due in at 19:30.
Scene controls – generally encourages darker or task related scenes so saves energy but in
how many rooms and how often per day for how long?
Presence detection – how many luminaires and what is the run on time on exit?
Use of daylight – this shows a big saving at peak sunlight (noon) but mostly only effects those
lights near the window where the sun is shining or effects whole groups where control
granularity is not good enough. Occupants are often happy with less artificial light if the space
is “well lit” naturally. Personal control can also add to the sense of wellbeing.
The type of business and building layout really effects these variables. One thing is true that
changing to lower power LEDs can be calculated, then perhaps it is safe to estimate some
more gains when looking at the graphs and building design together.
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Figure 13 Zumtobel Energy Control Effects
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Plans B and C
Plan B – ARM
Had we originally chosen the ARM site over the White Lady we would have found ourselves
unwittingly in timing trouble due to outside factors (ARM were purchased) which changed the timing
of their HQ fit-out and the other fit-outs surrounding it.
However, the facilities manager was pursuing POE and digital IoT for those buildings and their work
on Thread gave a more vested interest in being a demo site so they agreed to keep aside a small part
of a building (around 150 luminaires potential) as a fallback plan
Plan C - Zumtobel
After the year two project review Zumtobel identified a large area of a building on their Dornbirn site
that would be suitable for a demo system. It was big enough and easy enough to fit out. It is partly
factory/warehouse style with some offices built in. The only downside being that it was sparsely
populated so our potential for human interaction with the system and feedback and good occupancy
trigger patterns would be limited. This option has been kept open up until the install has happened at
White Lady.
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2 Pilot Content
Chapter 6 of D1.4 describes very well the expectations of the pilot and the stories to be told. That
chapter outlines the type of Spaces expected, groups the twenty-one typical stakeholders into four
manageable presentation phases and scopes the possible building ecosystem elements to be
connected. That outline was written nearly two years ago and although largely unchanged will have
to be tempered slightly now that we know more about our actual pilot site limitations and our
development focus. For example there is no incumbent BMS, blinds or access control system that we
can connect to and we cannot interfere with emergency lighting and procedures. Whilst we
acknowledge the need for wow factor there is also a balance required to prove the direct effects of
the OpenAIS effort to insert IoT architecture and capability into lighting versus the more obviously
impactful yet indirect consequences that being able to use IoT will bring. Excellent delivery of even
conservative control strategies will have a significant effect on this and other customers not used to
any type of diming or automation. D1.4 of course refers to many user requirements and refers back
to selected scenarios and use cases in D1.1 and D1.2 and as a solution specification provides an
excellent checklist of the Core Architectural Considerations and the Useability, Processes and
Behaviour we should demand in the future. A key challenge for the pilot storytelling is to be able to
show and explain the hidden, engineering achievements behind the facade of the fantastical lighting
controls display.
This chapter broadly describes the types of presentations we expect to make face to face with the
European Commission project team, industry representatives and our own chosen market
influencers. We may present in detail over a whole day or take the topics piecemeal for a specific
audience that may also mean repeating shorter ‘elevator speeches’ to get the points across quickly.
The overall plan is the same for each audience. The messaging framework of the presentations will
be the OpenAIS vision and three Main Scenarios. The four obligatory topics from the project Grant
Agreement are to embrace IoT, Smart Grid, BMS and Apps. These will be spread appropriately across
the four stakeholder phases Sales, Project, Support and User and presented in a variety of media to
maintain interest suitable to the audience. Sales value propositions, results and information will be
shown via a ‘kiosk’ that is in effect a navigable website that is portable for re-use on different occasions
by the partners. The Project and Support phases will be manually demonstrated with an engineering
content focus using real equipment in a re-usable workbench format. The User phase will be the real
lighting and interaction experienced by walking around and engaging with the pilot site itself.
In order to complete the experience for an audience not able to visit the White Lady and to aid with
ubiquitous dissemination some effort will be made to explore capturing the User Experience and
Workbench demoes into short video clips.
The scripts for the storytelling will be created collaboratively under the influence of the most relevant
partners and will evolve and be tested, rehearsed and refined for maximum impact. The focus until
now has been to ensure that the mechanisms are in place for the lighting and other features to be
demonstrated. Work on scripting, agreeing the importance and prioritising of features will begin in
earnest in October 2017 as a spin-off committee from the M33TF aimed at the EC Intermediate Project
Review in the first quarter of 2018.
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High Level Storyboard
“Create an open ecosystem to enable a
wider community to deliver the smartness
of light. Allow easy adaptability to cater for
the diversity of people and demands”

Storyboard Overview

Pilot Main
Scenarios

Vision

INCREASE
BUILDING VALUE

EASY LIFE

BUILDING WIDE
ECOSYSTEM

EC Grant required project outputs

IoT into Lighting

Smart Grid
response

BMS integration

Apps
innovation

D1.4 Solution Spec Pilot Stakeholder Phases

SALES

PROJECT

SUPPORT

Pilot Demonstration Outputs

Figure 14 Storyboard Overview
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The following sections outline the main headings of the project presentation as summarised in Figure
14 Storyboard Overview.
Originally the project vision was: “That lighting systems as well as building management systems will
converge to an all-IP based configuration, with IP (Internet Protocol) reaching endpoints, thus putting
the Internet of Things concept at the heart of new lighting system architectures.” That initial vision
statement was criticised in the work of T1.3 for being purely technical and focusing only on the means
of achieving the project goals rather than the actual value of OpenAIS. It was noted that it lacked
inspirational and motivational aspects, and that it did not clearly state who will benefit from OpenAIS.
Hence everything will be considered in the context of the revised project vision and the three main
scenarios which will be briefly presented as the EC audience are by now very familiar with this
framework. Notwithstanding that the fundamental requirement to put IoT into lighting with Ipv6
reaching the endpoints will of course be presented.
There are four main EC project outcomes to cover as defined in the original grant agreement namely
IoT in lighting, Smart Grid, BMS integration and Apps. By far the most significant and rich topic is
putting the IoT into lighting and this will be allocated most time to expose and explore the key technical
working areas of the architecture innovation. The latter three story points are a consequence of
solving the IoT in a robust way that efficiently shares data and control and demonstrates awareness
that smart, solid state lighting has an immediate part to play in energy savings, integrated comfort and
personal control of space.
Four phases of a total lifecycle have been chosen to highlight the roles of OpenAIS solving typical
problems for all stakeholders in the value supply chain of lighting. The phases reflect real life moving
from Sales to a Project cycle then handing over to the Users and the Support team for the rest of the
buildings lifetime.
Of course, by the time the White Lady is experienced the Sales and Project cycles will already be
complete and the Support will depend on preventing and managing failures. The installation itself will
be operational and not suitable for deep engineering inspection. Hence there will be a kiosk to show
value proposition collateral, results and other evidence and a workbench that will allow hands on
testing and demonstration of key engineering feats.
The User phase will be covered by experiencing the lighting controls and apps in the pilot itself. Some
IoT achievements will be included in this demo with special lighting groups and interventions to show
what is possible.
Broadly speaking the EC Intermediate Review will be one day.
The possible agenda is:Welcome Intro 15 mins
Sales (Specify, Design, Manufacture, Purchase) 45 mins
Project (Install, Commission and Maintain) 1 hour 30 mins
Break
User (and Apps) 1 hour mins
Other Results 15 mins
Sum-up 15 mins
Lunch
Work package 6
Break
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Feedback from EC
After three years of intense work this will seem like a short time and therefore we must be careful to
get the balance right between technical detail of designing and implementing the architecture and the
more consequential wow factors that putting IoT into lighting will bring.
Hence, although there are some key notes in the next sections it is expected that the storyboards will
change and be refined as we get nearer to the demo day and as the team collaborate to define what
are the most necessary and interesting points to show and what does not need much attention.
The EC intermediate project review day will be a different audience and purpose to other demo days.
There is a plan to hold a symposium for key industry people and for each partner to have a chance
to show special customers or contacts the results of our work. Hence the Workbench should be made
portable, the Kiosk be a portable set of website style content and video clips of the workbench
operations and White Lady walk around demoes captured for subsequent use in the kiosk context.
Each concept needs a complete communication package ranging from the elevator speech or
headline to a brief description and if necessary an extended paper or explanation or deeper demo.

EC Story points
2.2.1 IoT
IoT will permeate the whole demonstration just as it does the philosophy of the whole architecture.
Not all of these things will be visible to the naked eye but they are profound achievements.













Interoperability of different makers’ parts
Wired IPv6 and Wireless will work together
Group Broadcast CoAP security issues solved
Four IETF changes requested
6LoWPan improved using Mbed and Thread and LWM2M
Highest Security (encryption and certification processes)
Simplicity of out of the box operation even with IP security
Graceful degradation in case of hardware or power failure
Distributed controls logic as software (on Linux in this case), sensors shared with other apps, all
manufacturers open season to innovate
Losing a hardware layer, software logic runs in a luminaire or router or wherever is convenient
IoT software bias disrupts BMS industry business models often rooted in hardware scalability
Service philosophy, open season for App developers

The IoT journey for stakeholders will be explained in simple terms. For a manufacturer: What should
be self-constructed and what should be taken from an OpenAIS silicon or firmware ‘compatible
standard’ supplier? How should a product be ‘seeded’ before it leaves the factory? For an integrator,
how should they prepare the site for the arrival and install and commissioning of the equipment and
subsequent smart configuration? For App and other software developers what tools might be available
to help them be OpenAIS compatible and what might they be able to build that can be applied to an
OpenAIS ecosystem?
The speed, latency and useability of the system should be shown to be practically acceptable. The
code base is a prototype of course but the end-to-end latency experience adding the delays inside
OpenAIS and reactions times of using an App to intervene with the outputs should be shown too.
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2.2.2 Smart Grid
Smart grid has not itself matured in Europe but we can infer from the USA markets that there is the
possibility of several ways to manage and supply power where the office consumer may wish to damp
down its peak power at certain times.
There might be variable tariffs according to time of day and renewable power versus fossil fuel for
example. There might be violation fines or higher tariffs when thresholds are exceeded. The
management of the tariffs and implementation of a process to warn of potential violations and adjust
accordingly is usually the realm of the building operator or facility manager. Usually today there is
manual process that especially adjusts the scheduling or the instantaneous operation envelope of the
HVAC or BMS systems. These typically take several times as much energy as the lighting (assuming
it is before LEDification and controls as much as five or seven times is a rule of thumb).
Whether in 2020+ there is a direct link to the lighting from Smart Grid or, as is currently more likely in
the short term, a link via the BMS the role of OpenAIS is to be able to react and adopt a less energy
thirsty mode of working. This can be demonstrated by adjusting scene controls, limiting maximum
dimming levels or changing run-on times when a room or corridor is vacated. In the far future IoT will
bring the cloud processing of smart grid controls closer to bear but the reaction of an OpenAIS
implementation should be the same.

2.2.3 BMS
As just stated a key role of BMS is to link with the lighting system. Moreover the BMS is just one part
of the building wide ecosystem that lighting must now play a key role in, especially as the ease of
including sensors in the physical system means that the lighting must share nicely with other systems
in the IoT fabric. IoT enables or even forces these two systems to co-operate more. Occupancy
sensing is often done in BMS with one motion sensor per room but the granularity offered by a sensor
per luminaire is very powerful for BMS. In reality the full might of IoT has also not been introduced to
the BMS world yet and many customers have basic or unconnected controls only. Our customer is of
the latter kind hence a real cause and effect integration cannot be shown.

2.2.4 Apps
Two Apps must be demonstrated. We have chosen a low level engineering app, the Commissioning
Tool, which has privileged direct access to the end nodes and a Personal Control App that allows
certain users to use controls on certain groups, rooms or individual lights. This latter App should run
on either Android or IOS devices or both. The cockpit meeting offices can have a dedicated tablet
style control.

Phases
The stakeholder groupings presented in D1.4 aligned our thinking to four commons lifecycle phases.

Sales phase in red

Project phase in green

Support phase in purple

End User phase in yellow

The colour coding applies to Figure 15 Stakeholders and Phases.
Mostly the Sales stories will be shown using the kiosk, the Project and Support stories using the
Workbench and the End User using the White Lady experience. There may of course be some
exceptions and crossover and as the storyboards develop we will adjust for the best place and time
in the event to raise or emphasise certain topics.
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Figure 15 Stakeholders and Phases

Kiosk
The Sales Kiosk will be an easily navigable portal into the interesting pre and post sales parts of the
OpenAIS story. Broadly speaking this will consist of PowerPoint®, pdf, picture and video clip evidence
to describe or prove the arguments around the value proposition.
The content should be portable for all partners to use when required and appropriate content made
available.
Where possible the live view of energy, BMS and BIM data results should be available but this also
should be saved as video clips and screenshots for presentation of the stories offline.
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The value propositions and stories need a short ‘elevator’ pitch version and then if required the ability
to expand on this with a more informative paragraph and perhaps a one page paper with more
interesting expanded details.

Workbench
Broadly speaking the workbench will consist of two tables of equipment, at least one of everything
and more of anything that should be shown to be interoperable. Whilst some real examples of
luminaires should be used other lighting output may also be used to save space.
The aim is to have a hands-on demonstrable ability to install, commission and maintain an OpenAIS
system. Whilst showing working functions it should also react to enforced error conditions such as
communications problems. Data should be viewable at an engineering level using new and traditional
IT tools.
The workbench should be able to operate standalone of course so it can be used as a project test
bed and as a demonstrator when not in the White Lady. Whilst on-site however we must endeavour
to enrol the workbench lights and controls into the main site network and group control management.
Shortlist: Mix of luminaire supplier (PHL and ZUM). Mix of wired and wireless. Mix of UPOE and
mains. Mix of network switch supplier (Cisco and another) (for Ethernet transparency not necessarily
UPOE). Mix of border router supplier (ARM and TRI). PC or server.

User
The User Experience, the description of operations for how the spaces will operate, has been well
described in the scenarios and use cases of previous documents. Now that the pilot site is known
these operational behaviours need to be described and mapped onto the space available.
Over the last 6 months this has been extensively thought through and documented in detail for
approval with the client (for the parts they will experience) and the WP5 demonstration team who
need to show features that the user is not directly needing to have such as combinations of wired,
wireless, interoperable manufacturers and dramatic lighting effects.
The extent of this design is to be published alongside D5.1 and eventually précised for viewing by the
public community when considering the project and pilot behaviour.
Examples of the tables used to define the lighting plan, map groups and assign space behaviours to
those groups are to be found in Appendix D Spaces and Description of Operations Design

3 Delivery Planning
The Shopping List
Even before the elaboration of the OpenAIS project specifications and objectives, it was clear that an
inventory of necessary items to successfully achieve those goals would have to be created, assigned,
and tracked. In the first place the candidates needed some idea of what we were proposing to do to
their building and what quality and types of lights may be used. This list of deliverable items has been
dubbed the “Shopping List” and its purpose was to identify and keep track of the necessary items and
to ensure someone was assigned to deliver them at the right time. Ostensibly it was list of hardware,
software and documentation to be purchased or created that was intended as a pre-installation
checklist for acceptance by the installing partner, Dynniq. Using D1.4 and D1.7 as a reference more
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esoteric items such as ‘demonstrate smart grid demand response’ also made it onto the list so that
the development teams knew to take responsibility to resource creation of the group control functions
needed and the demo planners knew to include this in the storyboarding. Many items were generically
identified even before we knew the final quantities and were used to identify more items. This became
a ‘worst case’ list that needed to be managed. In order to process the large number of items, the list
has been split in specific categories, which in turn have been assigned to appropriate Category
Owners across the consortium partners. In turn, the Category Owners reviewed the items, identified
mini-lists and project plans for delivering those items and delegated each line to an Item Driver,
responsible for actual execution of the related tasks. Drivers were bound to be responsible for
understanding the real scope, quantity, timeline and dependencies for their allotted deliverable
without the M33TF micro managing progress.
To ensure proper classification of those items, an Excel table was hosted on the community and was
organized with the following filters:
SKU
Driver
Category Owner
Name
Description
Phase
Category
Destination
Mini Specification
Risk and Risk Type
Part of WP4 Integration
The Shopping List has been the topic of several Category Owners and Item Drivers meetings where
clarifications, de-scoping and general resource planning/allocation has been discussed. It was also
reviewed and edited during plenary and breakout sessions of Technical Workshops. The list
comprises now comprises 290 items filtered in 30 categories.
For several months before the pilot most of the critical items were safely in-hand and being regularly
reviewed.

The Master Plan
Whilst the work packages themselves can be considered as well managed, and the work packages
and partners have been co-operating as and when necessary the board and M33TF, looking ahead
to the intense collaboration and interdependence required to deliver a real system, identified the need
to track progress with a Master Project Plan. Offering expert assistance to another work package is
different to producing silicon or a firmware sprint or an integration test prior to triggering a full factory
production run.
Just the act of making a jointly agreed plan to show how long the major shopping list items, the
hardware and software might take to produce, test and deliver to site put the interdependencies into
focus and highlighted the critical paths. In effect this treats DYN as the system integrator responsible
for ‘buying’ all the parts they need for the pilot whilst owning the veto to postpone the installation if
promised dates look out of reach of product quality is at risk.
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In a complex technical innovation project of course there are challenges that cannot always be
resolved in the time and resource available and this plan’s other purpose is to enable the teams to
work together to dynamically review and adjust commitments to keep the project moving.
The M33TF Pilot Master Plan gives a high level view of the whole project, with a focus on products
delivery, customer management and pilot lifecycle. It details key milestones and deadlines of major
items which are critical to the success of the Pilot Installation. It does not aim to replace the detailed
development plans deployed and monitored by the assigned WP3-4 leaders, but to continuously
evaluate the impact of delays and risks on the actual site installation and runtime. In this sense, the
Master Plan is not an effort based plan and is intended to provide a high level view to WP leaders,
the EC, and specifically to DYN who are the site installer and the primary ‘customer’ of the project
ready to consume OpenAIS product and install it on site.
The plan has been updated and used for discussions on the weekly M33TF conference calls which
involves WP3-4-5 leaders and key task leaders and contributors. It is also used during the Technical
Workshops to flag out potential issues and find ways to resolve deviations that plans typically have
from an evolving project reality.

Figure 16 Master Project plan snapshot

Early plans were made from June 2016 but the first joint Master Plan with detailed dependencies runs
from 1St January 2017 through to the end of the extension in June 2018. There are some four hundred
and seventy five high level task items.
The plan was used to track milestones all the way from trying to formally sign up the candidate through
to the EC intermediate review and to the end of results collection. The plan helped us realise that a
project extension was needed if we were to achieve UPOE, Wired and especially Wireless tests.
Having then moved the install to as late in 2017 as we dared it became clear that this was an
unmissable deadline as DYN were not able to slide the availability of installation resources out of
November, a delay would cause a reset and re-booking closer to Easter 2018 which was not
acceptable.
Fine tuning of the factory runs revealed that PHL would not be able to supply the brand new luminaire
design they had in mind as its official release date slipped so they had to revert to the previous model.
Meanwhile TRI/ZUM had to make a similar tough decision and pull out of delivering UPOE and also
postpone wireless. Some software stacks and libraries were not sufficiently mature to be adapted to
the new world of Thread RF. (Specifically the mBed stack version chosen for the project conflicted
somehow with the Thread wireless requirements for the particular hardware target.) The firmware
‘sprints’ were to set a monthly rhythm through the project but that revealed flaws in the philosophy of
the sprint content that had to be adjusted. Great efforts were made in the collaboration of teams to
ensure that the wireless content could in fact still be delivered albeit late as an upgrade to parts of the
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site that would not require too much disruption so long as the initial install paved the way for this
retrofit.
As part of the installation scope document supplied to the client DYN planned a detailed project
delivery schedule including phased weekly logistics to partly ship batches of product just in time to a
holding store in PHL and container at site. Close questioning of this plan by the M33TF committee
identified some timing issues, the client was also concerned about theft and damage from the
container so a new plan was made to store new product in the White Lady and to only use the
container to hold removed old luminaires.
The plan was never meant to be set in concrete for dependents to point the finger, fuel excuses and
create divisions. It was meant to raise awareness of issues, understand the knock-on consequences
and enable joint problem solving with some empathy for all those innovating, inventing and
discovering new hurdles as they went along.

4 High Level Design
The System Design
The System Design of the White Lady pilot defines the first practical implementation of the OpenAIS
architecture. As an initial design it has to reconcile a number of (potentially) conflicting requirements.
•
•
•
•

Cope with the limited resources and time available for a project in the scope of a research
program like OpenAIS
Yet deliver a system fulfilling the functional and quality needs of a real, though informed,
customer like the GGD the tenant of the building.
At the same time demonstrate/validate the capacities of the OpenAIS architecture to its full
extent, serving the main (project) objective for the pilot.
Cope with the immaturity of some of the available technologies supporting the OpenAIS
architecture at this moment in time, OpenAIS is an architecture scoped at 2020 and beyond.

The System Design focused on three aspects:
•
•
•

Control design: Designing an instantiation of the OpenAIS object model that complies with the
Lighting Design and makes use of a good set of the features of the OpenAIS architecture like,
for example, the stacked control and the OGC group mechanisms.
The network design, combining in a single installation an Ethernet wired network, some
provision of Power over Ethernet and some wireless nodes using the upcoming Thread
standard. This to be added in an acceptable manner into the client’s infrastructure.
Back-end design, describing the integration of the OpenAIS system, which focusses on the
field devices and their interfaces and technologies with IT component like the Building
management System, BIM, mobile applications and the commissioning tool.

4.1.1 Control Design
The lighting design (see section 5.2) describes the light and sensor placement in the White Lady, the
expected area behaviors and their interrelations. The control design will fulfil this basic behavior
requirements with the following design:
The object model has been tailored from the general architecture to suit the needs of the pilot and fit
within the capabilities of existing techniques. Therefore the following choices have been made:
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•
•

The logical and physical light point actuators and sensors (like push button and presence
detection) objects will be combined in their respective M33 variants (M33lightpointactuator,
etc.).
A specific M33 Control Object, with program control, has been added to the object model, that
will implement the control behaviors as specified in the Light plan.

On every luminaire:
• A M33 light point actuator
• If sensors (presence or are light) the M33 sensor objects
• A M33 + basic control object including scenes and program control
• A M33+ fallback local control
In each area:
• A M33 + basic control object for the group behavior
• For super-area and wing controls the control is also placed into a relevant luminaire
For open plan and for larger meeting rooms with multiple areas additional super groups are defined
that take care of the combined behavior of this group of groups like the background light effect in an
open plan and the combined behavior of the meeting room. There are also super groups defined for
the entire wings and finally there is a BMS group that covers the entire building which is used by a
M33 control object implemented on the back-end server (see also next paragraph). This object
collects all status information from all groups/devices and serves as an interface to the BMS.
Alternatively it can, in absence of the BMS, also serve as a top-level scheduling entity in the system.

4.1.2 Network Design
The consortium require remote access to the system for configuration and maintenance purposes as
not all engineers reside in Eindhoven within quick reach and it is more economical to make changes
form a remote location. Some applications will also require access to the internet. This will be arranged
with the consultation of the clients IT department.
The lighting network will be consolidated back to one router and server. The lights will be connected
to rings of 8-port switches to minimise cable runs especially long runs back to the IT room. Whilst it is
possible then to carefully cross connect so that for example a single switch does not support 8
adjacent luminaires (to mitigate total loss of power or control in a single room/area) such a rule will
not be enforced. This will allow the installer to spend less money on cables and planning. The
implications of this design decision can be discussed in the validation results report.
In fact the Figure 17 Proposed IT Infrastructure shows the draft result of this consultation with GGD.
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Figure 17 Proposed IT Infrastructure

4.1.3 Back-end Design
For the back-end a single linux server has been designated (see 5.3) which will run a number of
components which are depicted in the Figure 18 Backend Ecosystem Design below. For contractual
and liability reasons all OpenAIS code and 3rd party supplied applications should run on devices
supplied by OpenAIS so that there is no presumed ownership or repossession by the client. Leshan
itself is a linux application and so is the web-application the apps will connect to.
Provision for Windows servers or machines must also be made particularly for the BMS and BIM
tools.
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Figure 18 Backend Ecosystem Design

The main components depicted in Figure 18 Backend Ecosystem Design are:
•

The Leshan LWM2M server

•

A SW-update server that can download new firmware to all devices in the OpenAIS system.
Based on an update mechanism introduced by Zumtobel.

•

Commissioning Tool written by Dynniq.

•

The Webserver, a Philips designed component that forms the interface between outside
components and the OpenAIS devices, used for the interfacing of user APPS, as well as the
BMS system.

•

OpenAIS created Linux based control objects. This includes of course the top-level M33
Control object that supports data gathering for the entire system represented by the top-level
group “”BMS-group” covering all groups and all devices in the system.

•

Johnson Controls Metasys® BMS system
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In the picture some tools are depicted not running on the central server. These are:
•

Scan2BIM: external third party tool used to scan the internals of the building and create a
RevIT model. This will be manually updated with 3D objects representing the luminaires, the
network switches, the cable trays and the cables. RevIT will then export an open readable IFC
file containing the BIM information needs to re-create a lighter weight 3D model.

•

TNO simulation tools which are used to validate the OpenAIS architecture and the White Lady
building model.

•

User apps: TU/e build user Apps that will set up a connection to the webserver by connecting
to the White Lady Wi-Fi network. These apps can manipulate the (control) interface of
OpenAIS group control objects for dimming, on/off, scene selection and definitions.

The Lighting Design
Broadly speaking the lighting designers will be trusted to use their expertise to create an office lighting
scheme befitting the client and meeting or exceeding all local regulations as a minimum. It is accepted
by the client that the two main suppliers, PHL and ZUM, may have different philosophies and luminaire
efficacies to consider and that this may result in different install densities. However, the overall
aesthetic must be pleasing and look co-ordinated. For example lights suspended over desks would
be at similar heights. Good office lighting designs, whilst they can be dramatic and pleasing to the
eye, should also be unobtrusive.

4.2.1 Guidelines
There must be a 2D lighting plan showing the area, spaces, luminaire positions, types and orientation
There must be a document showing the summary of luminaires.
There must be a document showing the naming conventions for the luminaires, switches, cables etc.
This should include the mapping of groups and expected control functions.
The best way to light an area is left to the manufacturers who are the experts. Similarly there should
be a good set of basic controls that the client can get used to using that will continue to be used once
the permanent installation is complete. Over and above this the OpenAIS project requires the design
to accommodate several test scenarios that affect it. Hence the following guidelines.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lighting to follow local regulations.
There must be at least 300 OpenAIS controlled luminaires.
Half should be Philips and half should be Zumtobel.
Half should be wireless and half should be wired.
Some should be task/desk lights (preferably moveable)
Most should have occupancy sensors.
Some should have LUX sensors.
Where possible sensors will be built into the luminaire.
Some sensors will be locally wired, using for example Dali, back to a luminaire.
Some sensors must be independent and controlled using OpenAIS directly.
There must be some tuneable white luminaires for personal control and maybe circadian
sequencing.
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It would be nice to exhibit some colour control lights. At minimum the workbench must show a colour
luminaire being controlled even if this is done via an OpenAIS to Dali converter (“K64 board” similar
setup to the M16 demo).
The pilot must prove interoperability and synchronicity in several ways. Logical Groups or supergroups should be formed to demonstrate mixtures of Zumtobel and Philips both wired and wireless.
These must be viewable from convenient vantage points for demonstration
There is no initial prescription for how to power the individual luminaires but there is an understanding
that some will be mains, some PoE, some UPOE. This should not affect the lighting design itself but
the installation team must be aware of power requirements.

4.2.2 Considerations and Iterations
Although the final lighting design is in the Appendix A Lighting Design this hides the fact that there
were several detailed iterations of the design along the way, discoveries of issues on site that had to
be resolved and change decisions that had to be made based on the leading edge nature of our own
capability.
The client was taken to PHL’s demo centre to experience different colour temperatures and to
therefore make a choice. In the past the options were generally warmer than today’s LED’s can be.
The customer chose 4000K for the general areas. We chose tuneable white for the meeting rooms
and cockpits where it is appropriate to change the mood without effecting too many workmates.
In the toilet area the ceiling is not replaceable and is difficult to cut holes. Also the options between
ZUM and PHL going from pilot to final solutions revealed that different sized holes were needed. We
were faced with cutting big holes to begin with and fashioning potentially ugly adaptor plates.
Having planned for a lot of POE it became clear to ZUM that they could not reliably promise to have
this ready for the pilot so the plans changed to Ethernet plus mains for those wired sections. PHL
nearly had similar issues but were able to adapt some current driver hardware to meet the UPOE
needs.
Mounting network switches on cable trays caused some concerns. Care was taken to ensure the
weight was manageable and that vibrations had been thought of especially with respect to cables not
work hardening and cracking over a 10-20 year period.
Wireless plans were very ambitious and essential to the success of the pilot. However, in the end, we
had to redesign the rollout to allow for wireless comms drivers on the luminaires to be delivered later
than the initial physical install. Also we reduced the number of wireless units so that this retrofit would
only apply to meeting rooms and cockpits where disruption could be best managed. Initially the plan
was for 300 luminaires and half to be wireless. The final plan involves some 400 luminaires of which
134 will be wireless. Although less than half this is acceptably still nearly the 150 originally desired.
The 134 wireless are a good mixture of recessed (West wing), suspended (East wing) and task/desk
lights.
Several re-designs and discussion for LPAP positioning and mounting/powering methods are a
reflection of the learning and discovery involved in deploying new, state of the art wireless technology.
High Bay corridor lights were uniquely industrial looking. Finding an acceptable model was difficult
and made harder by needing to resolve where sensors would then be mounted to control them in
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corridors. Special holes have been drilled for the Ethernet connection and special wired sensors
cables made for local control which is required in a corridor in the event of control signal loss.
When moving from the West to East corridor there must be a wired sensor independent of the lights
so that it triggers before entering the corridor. It was decided to make this sensor POE.
Early designs were made in 2D using the fire escape plan and then an AutoCAD drawing including
desk positions supplied by the client. This drawing is typical of clients that have moved their space
designs around without updating documentation. Hence when the lighting designers came to site after
three or four designs they then discovered desks in different places. By far the biggest discovery was
that the 2D drawing did not reveal that HVAC fittings and cable trays etc. were in the way of theoretical
mounting positions and had to be re-done.
Interestingly for non-lighting readers Philips have designed their wing differently with a higher
luminaire count per desk than Zumtobel (philosophical and technical differentiators). Neither is a direct
one to one replacement of the old.
Decorative lights are linked into the mains in a way that did not lend itself to decoupling controls or
being able to guarantee that network switches would not get turned off at the same time…..so as a
‘free’ bonus Philips agreed to fit HUE® wireless lights with a wireless wall switch control so that the
mains can be left ON (it is powering Cisco switches and other luminaires) whilst the HUE® lights can
be off. Although HUE® works with a separate zigbee wireless control system no internet connection
or controls are to be activated.
Figure 19 Lighting Design Exceptions shows some of the interesting design exceptions made in
certain areas or spaces. HUE® lights used for accent and decoration, DALI local control lights for
basic bathroom energy controls, wireless areas covered by nominal radius radios from various LPAP
border routers.

Overview of both wings with Dali, Hue and Wireless
sections
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Dali (stand-alone)
Hue (stand-alone)

Wireless Desklights (EF)
Wireless Downlights (EE)
Wireless Border Router
(nominal range)

Figure 19 Lighting Design Exceptions
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The Network Design
The exact detail of the network hardware, firmware and configurations will be left to the expert DYN
team. There are some guidelines to be considered.
The chosen site is not expected to have spare Ethernet cable in the ceiling or in the floor to cope with
connecting lots of new luminaires. Whereas it is tempting to only supply Ethernet cable to PoE
luminaires and only mains cable to the wireless luminaires the network and cabling design needs to
allow for the risk that PoE and wireless might not work and that the client wants minimum disruption
when changing from the pilot system to the final, permanent system.
The cost and disruption to the client’s current power cabling must be kept to a practical minimum.
There will be no more cable trays added. Drilling holes in the registered monument is generally
considered a bad thing and must be cleared with the client.
Notwithstanding the requirements for remote support and co-operation with the client’s firewall and
sharing of Wi-Fi for personal control devices the main challenge is to power all the lights and deliver
Ethernet or wireless to them.
This section describes the journey of discovery through various exit scenarios to see what product
could be re-used afterwards and what was required for power and control after OpenAIS leaves
without the major disruption of cabling again. There is already mains cable going to the lights albeit
controlled by a small set of wall switches. Generally speaking the new luminaires will take less power
and hence the network switches can be added to current power circuits. DYN will check the detail to
ensure no groups get overloaded. There should be Ethernet provision and UPOE to all luminaires
even if in the pilot they are mains powered with Ethernet or wireless controls.
The selection of the new Cisco CDB-U8 enables us to create rings of switches with only two home
run cables back to the IT room. Wireless routers will come back directly to the IT room. Approximately
50 switches in seven rings only uses fourteen ports of a distribution layer switch so there is room for
several LPAPs and the other server equipment. Even though some luminaires currently would only
need POE for future proofing and ease or design it has been decided to use the high power versions.
There is no requirement to extend layers of switch connectivity though the OpenAIS simulations may
wish to investigate the implications of this.
The validation reports will include a discussion of the difference between the initial thought to do
everything in a star topology to the cable efficient alternative to use local switches close to the end
points and further to connect those in a ring. Careful documentation of cable lengths used is required.

4.4.1 Exit scenario design iterations
Several exit scenarios have been planned. Some were rejected on technical risk and some on
commercial grounds.
The partners needed to find a solution that worked with the client’s desire for an easy life. One control
software, no hybrid luminaires, no great expense or big disruption in the final retrofit. In the end the
successful proposal accepted by the client was to prepare the site for a final solution that would be IP
wired and use UPOE.
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This implies that Ethernet must be provided to every luminaire and that mains, if not already available,
might need to be added if radically new luminaire positions are sought. Furthermore it eliminates the
need to lay any DALI control cables for fallback. Indeed, the ultimate fallback position for whole site,
persistent failure is to fall forwards quickly to the final, 100% commercial grade UPOE system.

4.4.2 UPoE emerging technology
In early 2016 Cisco announced its Digital Ceiling strategy supported by four lighting vendors (Philips
Lighting, Cree, Molex and NuLEDs) and Johnson Controls. In principle this would bring IP closer to
end nodes and also power directly to end nodes over the Ethernet cables. This announcement filled
a hole left in the market by the demise of Redwood (proprietary power and signal over Cat5 direct to
luminaires but not strictly IP or PoE) and signaled a major direction for IoT in buildings from a global
market leader. The initial launch was aimed at lighting as the first commercial case but with the
intention to extend capability to other things needing power and control in ceilings such as variable
air volume valve controls.
Note that although Digital Ceiling uses CoAP as an interface for applications the four marketed
solutions are still somewhat proprietary in nature. There is no interoperability or common API for
others to use and no object model published. This initiative is not a threat to OpenAIS nor vice versa.
It is not clear how or if other technical issues concerning group control synchronizing or broadcast
over CoAP security have been solved. If anything this will give the digital lighting controls and power
over Ethernet lighting controls market some starting momentum and give OpenAIS an opportunity to
add interoperability, group control, security and openness into that ecosystem at some point.
The state of the art, or in Cisco language, validated design for such a network in 2016 is to use
centralized power and switching, sized to support each floor of a building. The rack of equipment in
the floor comms room would contain a Catalyst 3850 POE or UPOE access layer with one or two
power supplies for the rack. Clever technology in this Cisco stack allows some resilience as spare
power and virtual switch ports can be used to take up the slack when some physical ports have died
or need maintenance and when power demands vary across the floor. This allays a key worry for
clients who may not trust using a network switch as a reliable power supply instead of just a power
supply or the direct mains. Using a single power supply and a 48-port switch might end in 48
luminaires not being available although the risk of multiple port failure is low. An IT person may
understand the resilience and reputation built in to these appliances but a traditional ‘mains and DALI’
contractor might dismiss the new technology as too risky or too IT centric.

Moving on to 2017, in response to industry feedback, Cisco released an complementary solution, a
purpose built switch for their re-branded Digital Building concept. The basic point being that a fanless,
robust, 8-port switch with various mounting options and ring architecture can be put anywhere that is
convenient for the building’s current fittings (e.g. cable trays, walls, comms cupboards and ceiling
voids (it is plenum rated) and for the maintenance convenience of the facilities engineers. There is
also Bluetooth management available to upload firmware updates and take backup images of the
switch settings that does not allow full IT management access to the network of course.
The appliances are available in POE or full 8-port UPOE with some intelligent power management
features that do not usually work well in the older IT appliances.
The units remember they were driving lights and supply the previous power feed if re-booted. The
units know they are a critical building infrastructure device and sort out the PoE aspect first ahead the
fancy IT startup processes. There is even an operational mode to take the standby power (when all
lights and sensors are not in use) into hibernate state.
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OpenAIS team decided to take advantage of this off the shelf unit which seems to be at the forefront
of UPOE in buildings and given the credibility and global P.R. to be gained by OpenAIS working with
this technology.

Figure 20 Digital Building UPOE network switch

4.4.3 Wireless
One of the digital ceiling vendors, Molex, has also introduced wireless controls, using 6LowPan, and
actuators that manage groups of luminaires that are doing a similar job in a location. Typically this
suits the retrofit market and seems aimed at industrial/factory/warehouse installations where
installation is high off the ground with many equipment or stock obstructions below and the electrical
power is in place. Of course it can apply to office space in areas where flexibility is not so important.
It is not clear from their published work what restrictions may apply when laying out a wireless design
either in terms of radio operating radius or scalability and synchronicity with other wireless luminaires
in adjacent groups.
Wireless carries some risk. Notably there can be location and interference/attenuation concerns due
to the HVAC plumbing and other metal infrastructure. As project discovery has continued there is also
a chance it might not work in time, or worst case that it does not work at all. OpenAIS is using young
technologies that will mature at the same time. To mitigate, it is acceptable that if necessary the first
installations can be purely wired Ethernet with the easy ability to retrofit for example a comms module
onto the luminaire to convert it to wireless. Similar contingency for a delay in operational wireless
sensing should also be made.
The connection between wired and wireless worlds needs a so-called ‘border router’. This is a low
powered access point. In order to prove OpenAIS’ efficacy there should be more than one LPAP so
that some luminaires are served by more than one possible route where the notional RF spheres
crossover. We are also interested to explore the topology restrictions and guidelines for the density
of LPAP’s given that they will have a free air line of sight operational radius that is much larger than
that to be gained in practice in a closed office environment.
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Whilst it is technically possible for the LPAP to be connected to one of the lighting network’s many
distributed ports there are some concerns that this is too ambitious and may cause problems when
the switch goes into hibernate mode. Hence it is allowed that the LPAP can be wired directly back to
the distribution layer router.
There MUST be a significant wireless content in the OpenAIS pilot. Aside from multiple LPAPs
overlapping the pilot should not attempt too complex a wireless configuration (e.g. multiple hops) if
the underlying Thread/LWM2M is not considered robust.
The industry is clearly trying to come to terms with the problems and advantages of wireless and we
would do well to make sure, having got it to work, that we endeavour to find out and explain as much
as we can what the impact and implications of these new technologies are and how OpenAIS takes
advantage of them. There is already now the advanced use of the latest (non-IP) Zigbee and
Bluetooth methodologies emerging in lighting controls far more than was envisaged at the start of the
project.

The Space Design
The White Lady contains the main space types we are interested in except stairs. Appendix D Spaces
and Description of Operations Design shows a grand piece of the work that has been done to ensure
that there is a description of operations for each type of space that showcases how the system
automates the User Experience in each space. For example the meeting room have tunable white
lights with scene control, personal control and the ability to show how circadian rhythm lighting might
be experienced.
Moreover a special effort must be made to exercise integrated controls over adjacent spaces so that
they are not just working in isolation. Prime examples might be stairwells changing up from 50% to
100% output when someone approaches along an adjacent corridor or that corridors act in a similar
way using the movement or occupancy knowledge from adjacent corridors, stairwells and offices.
Such complex use cases have been outlined in D1.2.
A discovery in our design work is that we may wish to put much of the site into hibernate mode to
save some extra power but this mode blinds us from using any sensors on the POE switches in that
mode. Certain spaces such as staff entrances could be permanently enabled and used as triggers to
awaken the rest of the site which we are informed by Cisco could take a significant number of seconds
up to (20-50?). Whilst this only saves 12W per switch there are over fifty switches on this floor alone
which is a 600W saving over say ten hours which is 6kWh or roughly €1+ per day.

(Group) Controls Design
The Group Controls design for the pilot is crucial to the project’s success for two reasons. The user
requirements specifically cite the importance of groups, super-groups, sub-groups and crossover
groups. Moreover, OpenAIS solves this in an innovative and elegant manner that must be fully flexed
in the pilot to maximize the demonstration impact of something that is pivotal and woven into the fabric
of the architecture.
One of the main challenges in lighting is to have a larger set of light points that will act “together” with
manual interaction. For example, a start-stop dimming operation, that is triggered by the press of a
button and stopped by its release, should see a consistent reaction of the whole set of light points (by
visual judgement). Whilst heritage lighting controls are specifically designed to cover this an IoT
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environment, that typically utilizes the IP based “one after the other” communication, is less prepared
to fulfil this requirement (specifically with lower bandwidth RF controls).
Lighting controls structure is usually very hierarchical (a group control is part of a room control is part
of a floor control etc.) because this is how a user will look and think about the lighting naturally. The
groups of lights are mostly associated with the space that they illuminate. A challenge for heritage
controls is that their addressing modes can appear clumsy when the logical groupings of lights to
spaces does not fit neatly the hard-wired bus, the number sequence or even overlaps to more than
one address bus. IoT controls structure is usually flat or distributed (the controlling algorithms speak
to all nodes directly in a 1:1 regime). The IP addressing does not need to carry such a strongly implied
relationship to group. This will allow for more flexibility in the logical grouping of lights so long as the
underlying architecture takes care of group communications successfully.
OpenAIS created a group communication overlay to the standard IoT communication as defined by
the chosen Framework Technology (in this case LWM2M in the ARM Mbed flavour). This overlay,
called OGC (OpenAIS Group Communication) provides low latency, low bandwidth usage and high
synchronicity group operation for time critical operations (switching, dimming, presence and scenes).
The OGC theoretically provides very flexible grouping that allows for freely chosen groups, supergroups and subgroups, which can be mixed in any relation. This also includes crossover or
overlapping groups, as for example needed in the junction of crossing aisles.
In the pilot the flexibility and speed performance of OGC must be clearly demonstrated. The OpenAIS
group controls may be fully embedded in the field system, and should be designed to allow for
resilience where the local embedded group operates as a fallback if the more central control fails.
In the White Lady the groups are to be designed 1:1 with the space usage as naturally expected and
are connected to space application specific control algorithm templates. Groups of groups (supergroups) must provide overarching control access across sections of the full space. To further prove
this works, some larger groups will be designed into the demonstrator, to allow visual inspection of
the achieved performance even if the end user would not use these. The open plan character of parts
of the site helps to meet this goal. Logical groups and crossover groups must also be created to
deliberately demonstrate the interoperability of luminaire manufacturer types and mixed wired and
wireless communication performance.
All control groups MUST provide a summary operational information and allow for a summary
utilization control. The group data trends and control will be exercised via the BMS.
Appendix D Spaces and Description of Operations Design Show the detail of how an extensive
groups and operations plan has been designed. Along with these groups that define the space
controls expected by the client we need to cover off a checklist of group types that may be required
for special demonstration.
Groups one to one with spaces or floor (this is the minimum requirement)
Large group to show synchronised dim up and down with low latency
Large Group “Popcorn effect” similar to CFL startup to prove well timed, detailed control
Sub groups
Super groups
Crossover groups*
Group includes individual mobile desk lights for global switch off in a group
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As described elsewhere, even if not of use to the client we need to also show groups where wired,
wireless, Philips and Zumtobel are mixed together. The demonstration team will pick suitable
combinations that can be experienced from convenient vantage points in the building.
*whilst technically feasible it is unlikely the pilot will allow crossover groups as the complex arbitration
mechanisms for conflicting controls will may not have been implemented.

Minimum Apps
As per the grant agreement there will be at least two examples of ‘apps’. These will principally show
the feasibility and ease with which it is possible to create apps that will consume the interfaces made
available for data reading and control writing.
To demonstrate a secure, engineering level connection there will be a commissioning tool to manage
getting the system online (wired and wireless) and basically commissioned and minimally configured.
The tool should in proportion to the development resource be on balance more practical than pretty.
To demonstrate the more client facing side of apps there will be an android or IOS compatible phone
or tablet based app for personal scene control. In the background this will also show controlled access
to data points and use of tools to create apps that work as lighting controls.
TU/e have the intention to also showcase other ways to controls lights maybe using innovative
hardware interfaces for users. These are intended to add some wow factor to the experience and to
obtain valuable user feedback around different control methods in an office context, the office of 2020
and beyond. Students will be canvassed for ideas and the best will be selected for exposure to GGD
users.

4.7.1 Commissioning Tool
In line with the system design implementation of the architecture the Commissioning Tool will be a
web-based application that allows installers, commissioners and IT engineers to quickly manage,
configure and monitor OpenAIS devices. The Commissioning Tool is built on top of standard
applications such as an LWM2M server and an SQL database. The complete system runs on a Linux
server platform.
Dynniq have interpreted this outline requirement and will build the Commissioning Tool with their
expertise in resolving IT level communication issues at the fore. Whilst there is future scope to make
a very flexible, ‘sexy’ configuration package aimed at simplifying the end to end install through an
advanced commissioning process this is considered here to be over engineering and not focussing
on the practical problem. Later innovators can solve the commercial and technical balance between
the engineering tools and user apps. The OpenAIS commissioning tool needs to solidly solve the
issue of commissioning and communication and provide the ability to restore a complete failure back
to a working system as quickly as possible.
During the installation process, the Commissioning Tool will automatically discover new devices as
soon as they connect to the network. The main features of the Commissioning Tool are designed to
support the OpenAIS devices such as the OpenAIS luminaires, the OpenAIS presence sensors and
the OpenAIS room controllers. A basic set of functionalities is always available in any LWM2M device
and the Commissioning Tool can also be used with these devices. The Commissioning Tool can be
easily extended to support additional OpenAIS devices and functionalities.
Communication:
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The CT must be able to ping each luminaire.
Configuration:
The CT must work at IPv6 for commissioning OpenAIS devices directly. Normally such a CT would
NOT need to commission the OGC channels although we will use the CT to do this. OGC encryption
is separate to the LWM2M CoAP direct (Unicast) communication channels.
The CT will define the group names and the members, using a GUI for this. Creating the group context
should in turn create the correct OGC communication system. There will be a 2D backdrop (based
on a PNG or JPG 2D view) to contextualise the location of the luminaires and groupings.
Whilst it would speed up commissioning to import as much as possible from the master design list
such as positions, group names, luminaire model type, control strategy etc. it is acceptable and likely
that this will have to be done manually. Of course the Use Case for pre-commissioning, to automate
this, pre-define controls and simply download them to site is a powerful one but we need to focus on
Out-of-the-box communication and security registration commissioning before attempting more
complex activities that are in the manufacturers realm more than OpenAIS itself. In the future one
would like to use the enhance BIM model and definitions as the source of commissioning and
configuration data according to organisational plans already laid out in that design. However, the use
of BIM is not mature in this realm and not to be developed by OpenAIS so much of this planning will
be done with spreadsheets whilst we use BIM to show the principles of what could happen.
The CT database stores all the Master resource values of all the devices. There is a use case to make
a mechanism to push all pre-configurations of groups, made offline, down to the devices and group
controllers from the database when online BUT this is not mandatory as it may be beyond the scope
and maturity of the OGC implementations. (November 2017 implementation update: All settings
needed to get OGC working are parameterised and commissioned through LWM2M just like any of
the other resources.)
In theory the database will have a designed field (expected GTIN/EAN) containing effectively the
product model ID and then an actual installed value read form the commissioned luminaire which will
also have the serial number. Then we can do what we like to compare the design with the actual. If
there is now a place for storing the planned model ID this may need to be done in the BMS or BIM
databases to prove the comparison use case.

4.7.2 End-user App
In broad terms there will be a phone application that has a method to identify where a user is and will
then grant control over the status of local lights either by group or individually. This would still
technically work for meeting rooms BUT in case there are IT difficulties with users bringing their own
phones or not having company phones, and for more convenience, some tablets permanently
assigned to a location can be used.
In both cases it should be possible to record and playback favourite settings.
TU/e have interpreted this outline requirement as follows
The TU/e OpenAIS phone application will be made available for GGD employees to download on
their Android smartphones, during the OpenAIS pilot. It is developed in Android Studio and allows
people to control the lighting locally in the GGD office.
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First, the user scans a QR code. This QR code is communicated with the OpenAIS webserver to
receive a luminaire group URI that is used for future lighting control. In the open office, this will allow
the user to control the luminaires close to their location (mostly above their desk) and to save a
favourite light setting that can be applied automatically the next time when confirming their location
by for example scanning the QR code or using an NFC identifier process. In meeting rooms and the
cockpit offices, the user can apply scenes and create and recall personalized scenes on the
luminaires in the meeting room.

Figure 21 Phones and tablets for Apps

For specific meeting room control Android tablets will be made available in several meeting rooms in
the GGD office. A modified version of the TU/e OpenAIS application will run on this tablet for
controlling the lighting in the room. It allows for recalling scenes and manual control of the luminaires
in the room.

Building Wide Ecosystem (BWE)
4.8.1 BIM
BIM modelling is firstly about building design but now will extend to include installed fixtures. The
RevIT model can be exported in IFC format so that other tools can create 3D drawings and in our
case attempt to use this to navigate, control and see the live statuses of the fixtures.
There must be a 3d internal scan of the White Lady workspace to include as much rendered detail as
possible. For example the walls, ceiling and windows but then the desks, chairs, cupboards.
Furthermore the HVAC ‘plumbing’ and the electrical cable trays leading to the current layout of
luminaires. These primary objects of interest can be tagged and rendered into the RevIT BIM model.
The new installation must then be superimposed by layering. This will include an electrical layout
plotting the positions and sizes of the network switches and the IP network cable runs so that we can
calculate the lengths used to connect to the new luminaire positions.
Johnson Controls will consume the BMS data collected from OpenAIS to populate an active tool with
real system statuses and controls to show use cases for the project and facilities managers in 3D.
The luminaire product type (probably the GTIN or old EAN) will be used to show that we can detect
and compare this with the desired model number. Normally these identifiers (and a serial number)
are established during production but even if the prototype nature of the pilot hardware does not allow
for this a readable connection identifying the hardware to the upstream BMS and BIM systems must
be demonstrated.
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Areas identified by four walls should be simple to identify and align to lighting group data. Open plan
areas are more of a challenge as RevIT/BIM does not automatically count these as rooms. Some
design work is needed to map sub-groups onto the floor plan and then the JCI tool needs to be able
to represent the group data as a colour change in the volume space above the floor plan footprint.
Group space can be managed in a similar way to showing temperatures of rooms in the current proof
of concept versions.
In principle it should also be possible to show and control the status of individual lights and sensor
objects. This has not been done before, in fact the luminaire definitions in BIM do not contain a graphic
of model tags for built-in sensing. Moreover it would be good to learn from BIM what member/owner
relationships exist, what the groups are called and where logic engine software is due to be running.
As shown in 13.2 RevIT pictures with IFC category markups it is a desire to use the luminaire visually
in 3 ways. The likely IFC classes for this are IFCLampType, IFCLightFixtureType and IFCLightSource
Overall, because we (and the building industry) are still learning about BIM and it is not a main feature
of IoT we cannot do as much new development as we would like to but it looks like the lighting
manufacturers and designers have real innovation opportunities in this world where they can work
and influence earlier in the design lifecycle. Grouping and group control behaviour might be storable
directly in BIM or at least in a BIM analytic add-on. This could allow the full digital chain from design,
through controls commissioning and configuration to operational maintenance and statistics to be
managed from the same master dataset. For now all this design work will be done in spreadsheets.

4.8.2 Lighting
There is a detailed discussion of the lighting guidelines in 5.2 The Lighting Design. Suffice it to say
here in line with the work of D1.2 and D1.4 that the lighting, because it will have controls, should do
the basic things well and be grouped sensibly. It is presumed that DIM up and down work and that
occupancy triggers and run-on times work predictably and intuitively in the different types of spaces.

4.8.3 BMS
The early scope documents in WP1 suggest to create an interface to BMS systems that uses BACnet
over IP. The purpose being to prove that OpenAIS shares data and controls in an organised manner
that will make it quickly compatible in 2020 with a mature, interoperable technology and hence lighting
can be retrofitted into a building and be ready to make it work smartly. In the pilot this will also make
us solve the issue that we are working in IPv6 and the building may be working in IPv4.
However, aside from the heavy lifting required for a development team to create a BACnet interface
it is felt three years on from the initial thoughts that we should not be progressing and investing in this
‘gateway’ mentality which IoT is meant to be surpassing.
The effort should therefore focus on creating a web socket or REST API that exposes OpenAIS data
and controls. The pilot should then consume this API. If then the BMS side of the API wants or needs
to convert to BACnet it can. The project needs to be mindful that BACnet does not have the richness
of data that IT and IoT devices expose to the world nor the same level of security that IT and IoT
systems employ. OpenAIS is not scoped to solve BACnet scope improvements. This approach should
then allow current BMS functions to work with OpenAIS ‘objects’. Hence data trending, cause and
effect logic, controls, commands and graphic representations of data should work without
development, just using configuration as in a normal building controls integration project.
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Until now, before IoT, lighting controls using say DALI have had no problem communicating energy
and occupancy data. Typically there is a CPU in a bus management box performing local logic and
aggregation of group data on 32 luminaires. The ratio of compute power to bus size is well defined.
Moreover, the market generally uses minimal sensing to get the job done. This is the world of the
energy saving value proposition, logic and occupancy used as a yes/no trigger, maybe LUX dimming
at a stretch. There might be one scene control, one temperature and one LUX sensor per room.
IoT will be more of everything. More sensors, more data, more expectation. So now there is a tension
created between the two sides. Lighting will now have to manage more sensors and aggregate data
from many sensors in a group. It will also have to allow data and control of all individual items not just
the groups. The BMS is usually able to handle thousands of known devices but is not so agile when
dealing with newly created groups and keeping synchronised with identifying the group/member
relationships.
The White Lady pilot is no exception and will expose this pinch point if not actually solve it. There are
400 luminaires and 800 sensors. Commercially we would expect new luminaires to not only have
motion and LUX but also temperature, humidity, CO2, self-LUX and other environmental sensors.
Just five per fixture would have pushed the pilot to 2000 sensors. The four hundred luminaires in our
current design yielded someone hundred and forty group definitions of luminaires and sensors.
Hence the API must be able to perform some fundamentals.
Secure authentication
Discovery of devices
Discovery of groups
Confirmation of controls capability (e.g. On/off only, Dimming, Colour, Scenes)
Performance of controls
Reading of energy, occupancy, LUX, scene selected, DIM level
Alarm event for online/offline status
Device detailed identity e.g. GTIN, EAN, Serial number
Derogations.
Being able to discover the group and member relationships would hugely help in an Easy Life way
the configuration of the BMS. However, the many-to-many relations make this a non-trivial task that
the BMS itself may not be ready to handle and the BIM tools also do not cover yet. For the pilot these
relations will be defined in a cross-referenced spreadsheet that is static and manually configured. In
effect the spreadsheet is performing a definition task that we could expect the BIM model to perform
in the future.
The OpenAIS object model should make sure the devices know their own location and this should be
discoverable. Currently our BMS (and BIM) tools are not able to handle location. The BIM tool knows
the pre-determined location and the ID of the device that is there, this should be more automated in
the future. In some cases this should not be editable by the BMS user for example, only by the
commissioning engineer or the automated location service.
In effect the API is a pathway for data. In the pilot’s case we will work with that data in the BMS, the
EMS (which is a bolt-on to the BMS in this case) and the BIM tools.

4.8.4 Energy
The broad aim of putting controls into lighting and indeed into any building system is to save energy.
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The general energy saving capability of OpenAIS compared with say Dali might not to be a significant
improvement. It should, however, be much quicker and easier to establish more granular policies and
to achieve greater savings by a closer integration with more occupancy and lux detectors. Interactions
between adjacent spaces such as corridors and meeting rooms can improve. Scheduled and
intervening scene changes triggered by a smart grid will also help.
To get a good comparison between the current, uncontrolled lighting and the new LED controlled
lighting is made more complex because we are adding both controls and more efficient luminaires. It
is also difficult to interpret results and where we cannot compare like for like, seasonal use and data.
The site will hopefully allow easy access to the lighting circuits for metering. Ideally there would be a
baseline history and database showing separately the power used by lights (not including mains
sockets) and the switch on, switch off profile for the major spaces. We now know for the white lady
pilot that such data does not exist.
The system must produce results to mirror the content of Figure 13 Zumtobel Energy Control Effects:
1) The whole current system maximum load.
2) The whole current system typical On/Off schedules.
3) Compare 1 to the whole new system typical load at minimum statutory lights LUX and at
Maximum LUX available. (The latter may have to be done without people present if they are
too bright. This shows the effect of LEDification.
4) Compare the switch on/off profile of the controlled system and calculate percentage benefit.
a. Show similar granular improvements where areas or meeting rooms are now less
used.
5) Effect of other time based scheduling
6) Effect of Scene controls. Compare a corridor and a meeting room and open plan area
7) Effect of presence detection. Compare a corridor and a meeting room and an open plan area
8) Effect of LUX controls. Plot against time luminaires/groups from each window facade and
compare luminaires next to the windows and those further inside.
9) Standby power of the network switches and distribution switch.
10) Much of the above can be done monitoring the electrical meters of course but it is important
to prove and include data collected from OpenAIS itself.
Further to this we are adding network switches as power supplies that have a standby power overhead
that is of great interest to the industry and should be monitored separately.
The general requirement for electrical circuit, lights and network switch monitoring is to install metering
methods both hardware and software that allow for flexibility in collection, aggregating, reporting and
displaying energy and power use in all parts of the system so we can make an insightful report of the
results. It will be still for the industry to decide on their own empirical numbers for efficiency savings
quotes.

Electrical Lighting Circuits metering
The picture shows the two electrical lighting cabinets containing some twenty-five electrical fields to
the lighting in the two wings of the site. It is not clear which lights are controlled by which circuits.
Whilst we will reuse the wiring to directly power the wireless luminaires and to directly power the
network switches it is not known or expected that we will get lucky and have a 1 to 1 match between
lighting control groups and the lighting circuits. Hence we need flexibility in the way we record and
trend the metering and the possibility to mathematically combine or split the data to give more
readable and comparable results.
The metered data will be collected over IP using a Johnson Controls network integration engine of
suitable size, probably NIE29. This provides a polling, preprocessing and trending buffer in case the
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PC collating the data is offline. The PC will collect the data in SQL using Metasys version 8.x ADS
Lite which will be enhanced by the Metasys Energy Dashboard module version 4.5 that provides the
Post Processing calculations, reports and displays.

Figure 22 Electrical lighting circuits

At a minimum MED dashboard will be used to show the individual circuits and to show rolled up results
that match the operation of the lighting switches available to the users and if possible show results of
sensible groupings such as the open plan spaces, the corridors and the groups of meeting rooms.
Of particular interest are the effects of having more switching granularity and of implementing LUX
controls which will depend on the orientation NSEW of the windows.
Exporting data either side of the winter equinox and comparing the spring and autumn data will be
interesting but more work on which data to profile and interpret will be done in the D5.2 Validation
Criteria work.

OpenAIS Lighting Energy monitoring
Specify Groups and single objects for collection via the BMS API for trending in an NIE and passing
up to MED again
Particular interest in Wireless luminaire monitoring either by estimating or real measuring and
reporting through the OpenAIS data collector.

IoT Energy monitoring using Cisco tools
A stretch aim (budget and learning curve) is to use Cisco Energy manager (or Asset Manager) to see
what a real world IT energy and asset management tool expects from a system and what it can provide
as data and analysis.
This tool can:Distinguish the power taken by the network switch from the power drawn through PoE.
Can calculate the energy saved relative to having no controls.
Can identify equipment types connected on digital ceiling ecosystem.
May not yet be able to estimate the power drawn by a wireless luminaire (as it will not know the dim
levels even.)
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4.8.5 Interoperability
It must be demonstrable that Luminaires of different manufacturer origin can be mixed and moved in
the system even being part of the same control groups.
Given that IP is a neutral, open transport it should be possible to show that the maker of Network
Switch does not matter. (A possible exception is the use of UPOE but on non-PoE luminaires we
should show a non-Cisco switch in play.)
The Easy Life use cases call for auto detection and programming of a replacement network switch
but this is beyond the pilot scope. It could be at least sped up with suitable backup configuration
images.
More than one manufacturer of origin for the Wireless Router should be installed and they should
communicate to any type of luminaire or sensor regardless of origin.
Sensors should be able to trigger actuators from other makers and be mixed in a group.

4.8.6 IT & security
The Out of the Box security registrations must be explained and demonstrated. We are interested to
know what a manufacturer should put as a seed into the product and what other processes are
required to identify and registrate the devices on-site. There are use cases also concerning adding a
new or used item into the system and into a group which should be demonstrated by enrolling a
luminaire on the workbench into the White Lady building itself. Wireless is the most critical to show
and we must be clear about the effects of decryption delays on time to light.
There is a chance that fully mature security processes are not in place for the pilot as these are still
in development and may involve outside IoT certification agencies (Trusted Authorities).
Retail product security is able to be managed using QR codes on the boxes but that is not practical
in commercial situations where the boxes are removed and re-cycled quickly to avoid having lots of
cardboard lying around.
Ideally there is a chance for LWM2M DTLS to use a pre-shared key – this works but we might not go
this far on site as the Leshan server would need a different pre-shared key for each device.
OGC security should be done via CT with a pre-shared key and the CT will be allowed to take an
anonymous key from a list.
The lighting network of the pilot will be pre-dominantly standalone with a secure route to the internet
for remote support purposes and a controlled connection through to the client’s tablets and devices
for personal control. In the unlikely event of outside interference this connection can be blocked, the
lighting does not require the outside internet connection to function.
As the lights are IoT devices it is expected that we can demonstrate use of traditional IT tools to for
example see what rich data is viewable from the end nodes using these tools. The lighting network
itself e.g. the Cisco switches, should be neutral to OpenAIS and therefore standard IT tools should
work for managing them. There may be one layer of abstraction as the LWM2M realm is responsible
for direct low level communication to the end nodes.

4.8.7 Analysis
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It must be possible to track and trend data from the sensors on a group level and as individual objects.
There must be trends of energy and occupancy and LUX data collected at the same time as DIM and
Scene levels.
Analysis may be restricted to commentary on dashboards/reports evidence rather than analytics as
such. Energy is the best context to show comparisons of performance.
The analysis reports should show that controls and automation make a difference versus no controls
or versus manual intervention only.
If the OpenAIS tools are not directly able to track and trend data in a database it is acceptable to
make use of the BMS storage and reporting capabilities. However the OpenAIS implementation does
need to proactively discover and publish the object and group results through to the BMS system.

5 VALIDATION
Validation Aims and Criteria
The validation aims and criteria will be developed as part of Task 5.2 and documented in D5.2. As a
general guide the section headings in D1.4 and the use cases referred to therein are the main source
of inspiration, ambition and a check list. Whilst some sections are a stretch to expect full
implementation (not close enough to pure OpenAIS development or too futuristic) the vast majority of
topics have always been intended for implementation in the pilot and were directly mapped to the
project Shopping List for WP3 and WP4 to include.
For T5.2 there will be a review of the Shopping List aims and a categorising and prioritising of the
D1.4 sections. The main headings of course were “Core Architectural Considerations” and “Usability,
Processes and Behaviour. Added to these should be the key features and innovations created by
OpenAIS such as OGC, Security, Synchronising timers.
Whilst at a high level we are interested to know if the architecture supports or restricts the
implementation of certain features it will also be important to know if a feature is even in the pilot. if
not then why not and if not then is it enabled, made feasible or restricted by OpenAIS or the pilot. The
validation reviews will need to have an opinion about the maturity and depth of each feature
implementation and its inclusion as a feature in a standardised model if that is how OpenAIS will be
taken forward as a specification.
The Use Cases cross referenced in D1.4 might be implemented. This raises the questions of FIT
statements and validation. Mostly we are interested to know if something was solved and included.
For some items though it may be important and useful to know something more about how long it
took (install and commission for example) or how fast it was (scene control reaction time from
external app). Some of these results will be subjective or even if measured will not be a perfect
example of how something may be done in the future but a statement of how we did it so that others
can judge. A good example might be the rate at which the network and luminaires were installed.
This would have been the first time the IT engineers had installed lights and there were other
teething problems to solve along the way so it is interesting evidence but must be qualified.
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6 CONCLUSION
The combination of a well suited pilot site and an ambitious yet reliable pilot implementation as
outlined in this and previous WP1 documents should provide an inspiring platform for the industry and
lighting community to believe that IoT controls are viable, that we have broken the back of the difficult
parts, and that they can now embrace the uptake of this architecture in their innovation work and
encourage the journey of OpenAIS towards standardisation.
Finding a pilot site has been very hard, worth the effort, but several times threatened us with failure.
Operational buildings need a commercially robust prototype (a contradiction?) and a ‘free of charge’
system still has a higher than possibly expected exit plan when using the latest technologies. Not to
mention the prospect of two disruptive projects to retrofit into the building. The Pilot purpose ….to
‘keep it real’ and have the pain points of a customer as well as the technical challenge....has though
already proved to be enriching for the project. The cost of this enrichment has been time, resources
and delays of course. Whilst ARM and IBM were very aware of technology, the higher cost and the
high value of data to be harvested our other candidates were more typical of the general market that
mostly considers only energy saving and LEDification arguments but needs convincing about
controls, HCL and data uses. In GGD’s case Wellbeing and Occupancy resonated the most. The
former because of their position as health administrators, not as a cost calculation, and the latter to
help them potentially save costs by planning for future growth within this already very cost effective
space.
The choice of the White Lady and GGD is advantageous in many ways. The building office layout is
very modern with a good mix of space types. The infrastructure whilst protected as a monument
affords a good mix of false ceilings and completely open ceiling where we have good access to cable
trays and a view of the HVAC and other building systems.
The EC project officer was right to re-enforce at the year 2 review that a fall-back was always kept
alive in case the non-binding agreements between the consortium and client did not hold out.
Installation has now begun at White Lady and the lights are in transit so the other Plans B and C will
be able to stand down now. However, just as the leap from workbench/laboratory to a pilot site is a
huge change in volume and pressure to go only for a Plan B/C in a friendly environment would have
greatly diluted both. It will have been worth the project delay time to have kept a real client rather than
fall back to a consortium held site.
The mixed lighting and controls design shows the variety of solutions to problems that can exist in a
project. This highlights that flexibility and interoperability of different niche vendors and solutions is a
great thing for customers. Unfortunately for GGD the technology is still not comfortably able to
guarantee this compatibility to the extent that they could keep both Philips and Zumtobel fitting
afterwards. We deeply explored the possibilities to change out the partners’ comms modules or
firmware but it proved too risky and ultimately difficult to underwrite the maintenance of hybrid
luminaires for many years to come. There may be a viable business model that tries this of course
once OpenAIS is established in the same way that it is possible to buy DALI converters or LED-drivers
and attach them to a light.
The client does not wish to commit budget to making a lot of electrical changes. The distributed
network POE switch topology has allowed us to re-use the mains cabling without re-planning the
fuses and safety trips. Although the LEDs use less power than the previous lights some care is needed
not to overload the current wiring and to consider the implications of turning switches off when there
might now be an IT based power supply in circuit somewhere. The power, lighting, wireless and
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network designers should be asked about their design, survey and installation experience at the end
of the project.
The specifics of energy saving in terms of an exact prediction of savings are too uncertain. As with
most clients this site has no prior measurement of lighting power consumption at a macro or micro
level. With no controls we could assume that we know the LED power taken is lower for the equivalent
LUX performance but this does not account for fixture density, fixtures being able to have higher
maximum powers and we do not know how the system is scheduled, what the occupancy patterns
are and how much any of this will change. We do know that controls improve the energy saving which
is already enhanced by LEDification.
The pilot content balances well the need to explain what and how we achieved in an implementation
of OpenAIS architecture against the more worldly attributes that using IoT brings. BMS integration,
Smart Grid operation and Apps can be shown first hand. A kiosk of web content will allow for headline
news to be further investigated if the user clicks through to fuller results and documentation and a
workbench with hands-on operation will demonstrate installation, maintenance and interoperability
issues. The culmination of the stories is to show the installation itself and experience the spaces,
automation and app control that the end user experiences.
The bar is set ambitiously for the pilot content but is achievable. As the pilot continues for several
months the results content of the workbench and the kiosk will grow and be richer for the project
symposium in April 2018. The workbench is portable and the stories can be videoed of course for
showing from the kiosk if the partner presentation days do not have room for the workbench itself.
Many customers will not be so interested in the deeper engineering in any case.
The installation delivery has begun. There is careful phasing of product delivery and firmware
upgrades and later introduction of wireless. The ongoing committee effort of the M33TF using a
shopping list and high level project plan to identify and resolve critical path items and blockages
whether they were technical or tactical has proved to be successful. The collaboration has meant that
despite this specification document being a slightly late to publish record of where we are the
consortium have been progressing all along and are aligned with the aims and content of the pilot.
At the high level the controls, network and back-end design are using the best available hardware
and software structures available. This should provide a working system of course but also one that
is tolerant to failure. Graceful degradation of components and groups will not result in all the lights
being off in the daytime or (at the specific request of the client) left on overnight. There is no specific
duplication of computing resources at the centre and the main communication switch could fail and
hence take out the communications but the distributed nature of the 8-port switches and the mains
powered wired and wired lights gives us good power cover. The lighting network is dedicated to the
project and lightly and carefully touches the customer’s IT to allow remote support and use of apps in
the building.
The lighting design has been through several iterations from the theoretical (to help establish factory
and CE requirements) to the actual. There is a mix of recessed, suspended, 4000K dimmable,
tuneable white, architectural high bays and desk lamps. Aside from all those OpenAIS versions of
real PHL and ZUM lights there are also by necessity some Philips HUE® Accent lights and some
functional bathroom spots. Most have built-in sensors but there are also examples of external sensors.
There is also a mix of wired and wireless. The design reflects the characteristics of the two
manufacturers’ styles and highlights the customer need for several different types of luminaire which
underpins the notion of interoperability being good for the customer.
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The network design whilst topologically simple for wired is potentially more complex for wireless. We
have taken a safe approach to only overlap border routers with one other neighbour and not to
cascade these LPAPs from an access layer switch but to bring them directly into the distribution layer.
These could be good, simple to understand guidelines but the implications of doing it a different way
whether by design or accidentally should be discussed in the project validation documents. There is
already evident a sense of freedom away from the fixed address buses of wired DALI and a
concentrated effort on simply defining logical groups and interactive controls logic without concern for
how it all connects together.
The different types of space in the site allow us good scope for different types of grouping. Groups in
meeting rooms and corridors are obvious to control. A challenge is to manage the open plan spaces
in sub-groups and for demo purposes to create some super groups and crossover groups that show
how we can mix wired, wireless and different makes of luminaires. Indeed the apps provide personal
control in some cases of single luminaires.
Some manufacturers may choose to make complete lifecycle tooling but we have restricted the
commissioning tool app to the low level task of out the box commissioning and grouping. This will
show close engineering connectivity and security. There will also be an end user app for personal
controls that we can also use to intervene with the site automation and use to demonstrate the special
groups mentioned above and other use cases.
Lighting systems can no longer work in isolation, especially once they contain sensors and data that
other systems wish to exploit. The building wide ecosystem is embraced in this project but is perhaps
still the least well defined and the lightest part of the implementation. The main task of the
development teams has of course been to get IoT working in the first place whilst ensuring the
architecture, object model and controls and data sharing capabilities do not hold back the BWE.
In the course of the lighting design revisions that were done from a 2D perspective and using an out
of date AutoCAD floor model it is clear that 3D design would have highlighted problems earlier. Using
Autodesk RevIT in 3D modelling is though harder than using AutoCAD for 2D plans. OpenAIS is not
a BIM development project but it is important to start understanding this world as the UK government
and construction societies have embraced it already and mainland Europe is following. The pilot will
demonstrate the usefulness as a design, project and facilities management tool for deploying lighting
systems into a building. The specification for this is lightweight as there is still a learning curve to climb
and industry itself has not yet defined how LED luminaires or POE network switches might be
depicted. The initial laser scans and renderings of the GGD floor of White Lady look impressive.
It is right not to pre-specify the lights themselves but leave this to the experts to decide what they can
produce and for them to present the options to the client.
BMS integration is very important as it is itself the solution to Smart Grid reactive management. The
challenge for lighting systems engineers is to push beyond presenting all data and controls just as
groups with a few trigger sensors to reporting on many groups, all individual actuators (the lights) and
ubiquitous use of sensors. For example presenting only the average occupancy and LUX or the total
energy of a group. Working in IoT involves big data and even if getting every luminaire and every
sensor to reveal itself singularly is tough on data handling resources the rest of the BWE is expecting
it as single objects. BMS single objects may be a stretch especially for wireless collection BUT lighting
needs to recognise here the opportunity cost of including many sensors versus allowing all the other
IoT methods of installing sensors. The market has to first deliver all the data until people have properly
assessed what data is valuable enough to warrant continued supply. In the case of this pilot we need
to track detailed occupancy because the client is keen to see it and it is interesting to do single LUX
readings to show the effects of the sun varying across a room. Whilst there is now an expectation that
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the BMS can see and control all the individuals and groups there is still a barrier in place. The BMS
is not allowed to manage or change the OpenAIS definitions and even access to the objects is
controlled by permissions. There is no practical concept in here that the BMS can have access to and
manage the groupings seamlessly or have direct management access to individual objects. There is
also no attempt either to synchronise group names and memberships changes automatically between
the systems. This is not very “IoT” but with possible bandwidth limitations and controls arbitration
conflicts to resolve not to mention that the BMS world itself is not very “IoT” it seems sensible to stick
to the remit to put IoT into the lighting and enable only data and control sharing with BMS at “arms
length” through a limited API. Access to anything in the OpenAIS realm, as with any IoT integration,
even through this API must involve respect for the data permissions access control mechanism put
in place.
The validation criteria should use implementation of wireless especially to gain more understanding
of any bottlenecks or performance restrictions caused by the demand for mass data consumption.
We have specified a method to meter energy that will work for before and after install without use of
OpenAIS data. However, of course we need to show that energy use is readable and trendable using
the OpenAIS infrastructure as this gives greater detail with no extra metering installation costs.
Interoperability will be clearly demonstrated using the workbench to swap luminaires in and out
because we do not want to physically interfere with the site installation. The stretch points are to see
if we can use different IT switches, border routers and sensors.
Setting the bar for IT security implementation is also tricky as this is a major technical challenge
involving IETF acceptance, other external project awareness and difficult to implement certifications
like manufacturer ownership. Papers around the “IoT of insecure things” have been appearing this
year and although we have the expertise to implement the security it is beyond this specification to
detail how it should be done.
There are no actual analytics algorithms implemented or intended but the importance for controls and
for analytics of good timing is borne out by the time synchronising as developed by TU/e. This hidden
secret is difficult to show. If we can demonstrate a popcorn effect dimming sequence to simulate the
old days of CFL starter coils this could be taken as showing we have precise control over the lights
and that time synchronising is underpinning that. Analytics rely on time synchronised data to give
better results.
Whilst this document itself is not prescriptive in a detailed way around logic operations and group
definitions a major piece of work has been done between the teams in producing a detailed design
that includes operational definitions for different spaces and is described in Appendix D. It is testimony
to the large collaborative effort that has been going on. Whilst generic space operations were worked
on at first this document then expanded once we were certain that White Lady was the pilot site.
Validation of the pilot is the subject of task 5.2 to set criteria which will be based mostly around D1.4
and documented later in D5.2.

7 SUMMARY
This document chronicles the parallel challenges of designing and developing an OpenAIS solution
fit for a real building whilst searching for and convincing a live ‘customer’ to allow us to use their space
and involve and disturb their people. As such, it is felt by the project board that some of the content
is not suitable for public consumption and that another version focussing more on the final design
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content would be more appropriate to attract the industry reader to see what has been designed and
achieved.
The pitch and search began more than 18 months ago. Even after a shortlist and winner were down
selected a year ago it still took several months to make a non-binding commitment of understanding
whilst we still were developing and planning the art of the possible. The selected client was GGD and
the space they occupy on the fifth floor of the Witte Dame building in Eindhoven. Famous with
architects worldwide the space will now be of added interest due to IoT architecture. The site has a
modern feel and is laid out with all the space types we were looking for (except stairwells) and open
plan areas with desks near the windows of all aspects. Meeting rooms and cockpit offices are nearer
the centre. Whilst our primary aim is to prove that IoT works the client is very interested in energy
conservation, wellbeing (comfort) and space planning. The ability to control the lights, automate many
functions but allow personal control and to monitor occupancy will be of great benefit and are a
learning experience for a client with a portfolio of buildings.
The confirmed choice meant that theoretical plans could be solidified. Several iterations of network,
controls and lighting design and the logic operations have been made and are briefly shown in the
Appendices.
The capabilities of the team have changed with time as we raised the bar on new possibilities albeit
with the restraint that anything installed had to be state of the art and yet safe, compliant and reliable.
The time delays were exploited to best effect and allowed re-work on wireless capabilities in particular
which the market shows as extremely important. Out in the industry Cisco launched a so-called digital
ceiling concept backed by high power (up to 60W) UPOE network switches. This significant move has
been embraced by the OpenAIS team (despite being power neutral) as to not have it would seem
very wrong by 2018-2020. The various challenges presented by wired, wireless and high power and
the overall challenge of cost of PoE and IT in lighting have meant several iterations of hardware and
software planning from the industrial partners. The inter dependency of the teams had important
knock-on effects and all through this the M33TF committee used a product and resource ‘shopping
list’ and high level master plan to monitor and manage the implications of any roadblocks and delays
caused along the way.
The pilot will be presented in the form of storyboards to cover the EU requirements of IoT, Smart Grid,
BMS connectivity and Apps. The stories will be told via a kiosk to show pre-sales and some results
content, a workbench to show installation, maintenance and other engineering feats and finally there
can be a walkaround of the pilot site itself to experience the automated, manually controlled and App
based lighting. In particular the IoT nature of the solution must be covered with the key topics of
graceful degradation, latency, groups, security, interoperability, scalability and time synchronicity at
the forefront of the message. These of course are deep engineering things and not obvious to the
layman who will mostly be impressed with how the controls help with lighting the spaces.
A particular strength is the ability to operate wired and wireless groups of lights together and to mix
and match vendors. The pilot must demonstrate this even if the day to day client is not using such
groups or complex control patterns.
The pilot system has been described in overview to project the design needs into a future real world
situation. The scope covers Spaces, Stakeholders, Ecosystem and a Project Plan (shopping list of
things and tasks and resources).
Imagine the spaces used in a typical office of today but project into the future with new ways of working
and interacting that will effect space in a number of ways. More screens, going to work to collaborate,
well-being and energy saving are more important. Natural light is important in design and colour
tunable LEDs will dominate. Ceiling lights will be complimented by task lighting.
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Rather than create twenty full storyboards for each stakeholder type the frame of reference is around
the four chronological business models of Sales, Project, Support and End Use phases. These are
used as a platform for storyboarding the benefits and impact of OpenAIS on the value chain. The
engineering designs must be able to meet the needs of the pilot at a minimum.
Storyboards for each phase are briefly sketched. Of course people will still enter an atrium, go to the
kitchen and cloakroom, walk along a corridor and go to meetings. We will showcase the future
‘Youniverse’ principle of living in a bubble as the main way the building and lighting are experienced.
There will also be a laboratory, hands-on area to look at installation and maintenance processes and
a kiosk and meeting presentation area for facilities reporting and value proposition explanations. Over
the next months the full scripts will be developed.
Lighting can no longer operate in isolation in a smart building and the pilot aims to showcase the
sharing of data and controls via an API to a typical BMS that can show for example energy and
occupancy trends as well as send scene and dim level change requests. The pilot site has also been
subject to a 3D laser scan so that we can investigate and present some insight of how the world of
BIM data will affect the total lifecycle and cost of ownership of a building and its lighting and other
systems in the future.
In D1.2 the fifteen main scenarios were used to represent the main user needs. As a check and
balance we have ensured that the pilot has significant content around all fifteen scenarios. These are
linked back to their Main Scenarios of Easy Life, Increase Building Value and Building Wide
Ecosystem which are the cornerstone philosophies of the design. Appendix D Spaces and Description
of Operations Design plus an attached document referenced there shows the extensive logical
operations that have been configured to add the value of controls to the installation.
The theory of how to put IoT into lighting was covered by the project in the first year. Two
implementations on a workbench have also been displayed as proof of operation. However, rising to
the challenge of creating hundreds of luminaires and sensors, wired, wireless, Philips, Zumtobel
and working with a neutral client rather than an in-house sympathetic site has raised the
seriousness and credibility of the OpenAIS architecture and implementation also to a higher level.
Finding and developing for a real pilot has eliminated the chance of a ‘smoke and mirrors’ laboratory
demonstration and exposed the project to real world commercial and technical challenges that will
have to be understood and met by many stakeholders as IoT enters lighting and the lighting industry
embraces IoT. This document, whilst specifying key requirements of the pilot also highlights some of
the key topics of interest for the industrial reader as described in the extensive conclusions. The
design exhibits herein show both how elegant an IoT solution can be and how complex the
operational controls can be made to be when the client is ready to implement the Smartness of
Light.

8 GLOSSARY OF ACRONYMS
12NC – Twelve Digit Numerical Code
BIM – Building Information Management
BMS – Building Management System
BREEAM – BRE Environmental Assessment Method
BWE – Building Wide Ecosystem
CAPEX – Capital expenditure
CCTV – Closed Circuit Television
CFL - Compact Fluorescent Lamp
CIBSE – Chartered Institute of Building Services Engineers
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EAN – European Article Number
EL – Easy Life
EPC – Energy Performance Contract
FM – Facilities Management
GGD – GGD Brabant Zuidoost (Public Health Department in Eindhoven)
GTIN – Global Trade Item Number
HCL – Human Centric Lighting
HR – Human Resources
IBV – Increase Building Value
IFC – Industry Foundation Classes
IoT – Internet of Things
IT – Information Technology
LEED – Leadership in Energy & Environmental Design
LPAP – Low Power Access Point
LWM2M – Lightweight machine to machine protocol
M&E – Mechanical and Electrical
M33 – The final pilot system (targeted for month 33)
M33TF – Month 33 task force committee
MED – Metasys Energy Dashboard
MIBs – Management Information Base
NFC – Near Field Communication
NTP – Network Time Protocol
OGC – OpenAIS Group Control
OPEX – Operational expenditure
PDT – Product Data Template
PoE – Power over Ethernet, less than 30W
RF – Radio Frequency
SSL – Solid State Lighting
ROI – Return on investment
SNMP – Simple Network Management Protocol
SPOC – Single Point of Contact
TCO – Total cost of ownership
UCC – Uniform Code Council
UPOE* – Universal Power over Ethernet, up to 60W
QoS – Quality of Service

*UPOE is a registered trademark of Cisco Systems, Inc. and/or its affiliates in the United States and
certain other countries.
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9 Appendix A Lighting Design

Figure 23 Lighting design (nearly final)
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Figure 24 Lighting design hardware key
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East Wing Mostly Philips Luminaires

Figure 25 East wing light plan
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West Wing mostly Zumtobel Luminaires

Figure 26 West wing light plan

Note (September 2017): The light plan of the Zumtobel wing at GGD is now mostly wired Ethernet with mains
supply. This picture is therefore not correct anymore. Luminaires that will be retrofitted to be wireless are now
those in the cockpit offices and meeting rooms where a retrofit can be planned without disrupting or endangering
the open plan areas

10 Appendix B Network Design
The pictures below show the high level network topology, the grid of cable trays and the final positions
of the border routers. In the final agreement design with the client the mounting positions of the
network switches and routers will need to be worked out and documented.
There should be entries in the design tables to identify each switch and cable.
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Figure 27 High level IT plan

Figure 28 Cable tray matrix
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Figure 29 Light plan showing wireless router coverage
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11 Appendix D Spaces and Description of Operations Design
An extensive 2D plan has been developed to cover the luminaire positions. In addition, a large amount
of design work has been done to document these positions, plan the network connections, define the
basic group and trigger relationships and describe the operations mode of each space.
There are extensive spreadsheets defining the components and the interdependencies. ID’s are used
to cross-reference between the tables similar to how a database would work.
No specification was made to manage any naming conventions used by the designers from either the
lighting manufacturers or the IT installers. All three teams bring a legacy of methods and will need to
choose something that works in the melee of collaboration between the companies and disciplines.
There is also the electrical cabling mark-up and previous grid reference labelled AutoCAD drawings
to inherit. Somehow, there may be some efficiencies to be gained by using a single company method
or some IoT tools and tricks but they are beyond this project. We need a method to define where
everything will be put, how it connects, where the software and controls need to reside and what
behaviours should be triggered by what. That is enough of a task to prove operations meet
expectations without trying to invent a possible future naming convention.

Light Points
Each Light point is given a unique ID starting at 1001, 1002 and so-on, a group it belongs too, the
type of device it is, the area type it finds itself in and which wing it is in.
The group ID’s were assigned as the light points were sensibly added to areas. The group IDs start
at 2001, 2002 and so-on.
Initially each point was assigned a notional, fall-back set of scene control values
Scene
1
2
3
4
5
6

Full
Energy Save
Orient
No Light
User 1
User 2

1
0.5
0.1
0
0.2
0.01

Luminaire Types
Table 1 Luminaire Types

Type

A
AA
B
D
E

Symbol

Type

Luminaire
Luminaire
Luminaire
Luminaire
Luminaire

Supplier

Zumtobel
Zumtobel
Zumtobel
Zumtobel
Zumtobel

Amount

28
4
68
48
24
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F
K
L
R
Q
T

Sensor
Luminaire
Luminaire
Luminaire
Luminaire
Luminaire

subtotal

Zumtobel
Philips
Philips
Philips
Philips
Philips
OpenAIS

26
20
135
2
2
36
393

The Table 1 Luminaire Types shows a small part of the luminaire types definitions table including the
symbols which are the keys used in the bigger plan of Appendix A Lighting Design. There are 19
columns of device information in this table. There are also 16 more rows defining the non-OpenAIS
devices such as Dali lights for the toilets and Philips HUE® decorative lights.
Table 2 Luminaire characteristics

Connection

Power

Dimensions

Embedded
sensor

RF/Thread

Mains

603*603mm

Y

3740

36W

R

Ethernet

PoE

W30L120

N

5770

11W

S/2.8m

Dali

UPOE

R200mm

1200

38W

Desk

E27

800

10W

GU10

RF/Zigbee

Lumens

Power

Recessed
/Suspended

Table 2 Luminaire characteristics shows more columns and some typical characteristics values
showing how the luminaire would be connected, powered and mounted, also how big and powerful
they are.
Table 3 Luminaire Commercial reference

Description

Count Count
wing 1 wing 2 12NC

GTIN

MIREL-L A LED3800-840 Q600 LDO RF

28

91234567890108

SP480P LED35S/840 POE ACC-MLO ACL SMT1 8

0
127

9105 040 95903

91234567890104

Table 3 Luminaire Commercial reference shows the name/description of the luminaire and most
significantly its unique GTIN. The Global Trade Item Number (GTIN) is the globally unique EAN.
UCC System identification number for trade items, which encompasses both products and services.
GTINs provide the capability to deliver unique identification worldwide. Some older products or
products already in the retail space may have 12NC (Philips, Twelve Digit Numerical Code) or
somesuch which fulfils a similar identity role. The new luminaires for OpenAIS have a GTIN of course.
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Finally to complete the knowledge base the tables also contain the URL of the product data sheets
on the manufacturers’ websites.

Devices
Unfortunately just making a lighting plan based on luminaires is not enough detail. Many of the
luminaires contain sensors that need to be treated as separate objects and moreover they might be
part of sensor groups. Usually these groups are the same as the luminaire groups but that is not
guaranteed and so needs to be defined. There are also some independently mounted sensors that
are devices in their own right.
Hence the most complex cross-reference table is the one that defines the devices, their (x, y) coordinate, their sub-content of sensors and then defines all the groupings and assigns unique IDs for
the devices (starting 6001, 6002 and so-on). Moreover this table defines the control groups and the
relationships between trigger groups and output groups. This is where the concept of control type and
control string are introduced so they need to be defined too.

Space and Control type
Table 4 Control Type

Control
Code
CW
MR
CA
UR
OO
SC
SO
IMA
DL
UP
PA
SGC
WC
LA

Control Text
Corridor Wardrobe
Meeting Room
Corridor Area
Utilities Room
Open Office
Separation Curtain
Small office / cockpit
Informal Meeting Area
Desk Light in Open Office
Utility printer room
Pantry / Coffee
Super Group Control
Wing Control
Locker Area

Control Behavior
CW
MR
CA
UR
OO
SC
SO
IMA
OO
UP

PA
SGC
WC
CW

We can see in Table 4 Control Type that although there seems to be a one to one relation between
control code and a space or area type this is actually not guaranteed to be the case and we must map
in a control behaviour.
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Table 5 Control Behaviour

Control feature

Function
Control Code

Corridor area
CA

Central Master Switch
Manual Control

Desk Light

Control object deployment
Granular control
Light level control

Control object for each of the groups or
spaces in the area
Stable light level control (feedback
loops) for each sensor controlled area or
space

Scheduled operation

Program selection

Graceful degradation

Upon missing (area) control object a
Fallback scenarios fallback to luminaire based occupancy
control
Background light
Task light

Occupancy-based light control

Dim the light level to (Scene) on for the
local group were occupancy was
Light on
detected and all corridor areas in line of
sight.
Fade slowly to (Scene) light off when
Light off there no occupancy found in the
corridor area
Desk Light

Run-on times

Linked areas

Scene Control

Different times per program

Run-on times for Day and Night mode of
operation

Dim the light level of the corridor
lighting to background level as long as
Occupancy-linked
the linked neighborhood spaces or areas
have an occupied state.
Scene panels
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Dimming
Daylight control
Automatic

Reports

Automatic scene control based on
occupancy and program

Energy reports
Error reporting

Personal Control

Scene adjustment
Dimming

Emergency Exit

Use light patterns in the linked corridor
Path of Egress areas to guide the people to the best
exit path in the building

Table 5 Control Behaviour shows a one column example (corridor area) of how all the control features
and functions have been defined. The table below shows typical other column headings for the main
types of area. Control descriptions were also added for BMS behaviour and generic rules for each
device or luminaire.
Table 6 Other control behaviours

All areas
Small Office Cockpit
Utility

Open Office area
Corridor area
Meeting Room
Corridor Wardrobe
Informal meeting area
Utility-Toilets
Utility-Printer (UP)
Separation curtain

Group Control
There are 160 groups initially defined. There is a cross reference list created to ensure we know which
groups are in what type of area and hence know what area behaviour should apply. This is made
more complex by the concept of linked areas which affects for example the meeting rooms adjacent
to a corridor.
Crucially this table is used to plan where the control object software and logic will exist. This is a new
detailed skill that needs to be performed by designers and consultants to take care of system
resilience and optimum software licensing.
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12 Appendix E BIM data
BIM product data template
Sample taken from the www.cibse.org website under Product Data Templates section.
“The UK Government is requiring the use of Building Information Modelling (BIM, with
‘Maturity Level 2’) by 2016. All BIM users need product data and many are already demanding
it from manufacturers.”

Figure 30 Headers for CIBSE BIM template

Figure 30 Headers for CIBSE BIM template shows the first few lines of the CIBSE product data
template for luminaires. Philips have completed the 172 row template as a learning exercise. It is not
completely clear if the templates are final. The implication in Autodesk RevIT and BIM family
definitions is that this data can be used for detailed lighting modelling including calculating LUX
footprints and wall wash.
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RevIT pictures with IFC category markups
A

C

Figure 31 RevIT pictures

B

The picture shows the actual RevIT family outputs from Philips and Zumtobel. There will need to be
some consistency of labelling and tagging between the families that is not evident at first pass. Given
that this is a learning curve this will be addressed during project improvement.
Each luminaire representation seems to have three sections: a) the main body b) a surface that
contains the LED components and diffuser/refractor and c) something that is a light cone coming from
a single small light source (not the whole surface). Perhaps it is possible to use these three parts to
show different luminaire statuses in the final BAS-BIM tool e.g. correct model type, Online, DIM level.
The pictures do not include any built-in sensors, this will need to be worked out if we are to show them
on screen although BIM modelling might include sensor details in the written contents.
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